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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the July issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month,
please sign up here. We are currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of
financial crime developments. If you would like more information please email info@aperiointelligence.com
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
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UK register of overseas entities comes into
force, critics warn of "flaws and loopholes"

International community condemns
Myanmar executions, UN Special
Rapporteur calls for sanctions
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31 July 2022

Can US sanctions avert chaos in Bosnia?

Q&A with Graham Barrow and Ray Blake,
hosts of the Dark Money Files podcast

DATES FOR THE DIARY
August

02
August

17

UK FCA consults on changes to redress
calculations for unsuitable pension transfer
advice

August

ACFCS webinar 'Suspiciously connected: How
technology is being used by organised crime
syndicates and other groups'

August

12
31

European Commission consultation on the
regime applicable to the use of benchmarks
closes

Government of Jersey's consultation on
perceived barriers to financial services
businesses adopting digital ID systems to assist
meeting customer due diligence requirements
closes
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

DOJ and SEC charge nine individuals, including
former congressman, in four insider trading
cases
directed to maintain confidentiality

In a second insider trading case

about the upcoming merger while

announced the same day, Seth

working as a consultant for T-

Markin, a former Federal Bureau of

Mobile. The DOJ alleges that Buyer

Investigation (FBI) agent trainee,

made over $126,000 in stock sales

and alleged co-conspirator

following the merger’s

Brandon Wong, are charged with

announcement.

securities fraud, tender offer fraud,
and conspiracy. In the alleged

The US Department of Justice
(DOJ) announced on 25 July

In a separate instance between

scheme, Markin is accused of

charges against nine individuals

June and August 2019, Buyer is

misappropriating insider

in four separate cases all

alleged to have used insider

information from his former

involving insider trading. Among

information gained through his

girlfriend’s confidential work

the indicted are former US

consulting work at the firm

documents to subsequently

Representative Stephen Buyer,

Guidehouse to determine that the

purchase shares in Pandion

Republican of Indiana. The US

firm would acquire Navigant

Therapeutics ahead of its

Securities and Exchange

Consulting, Inc, buying Navigant

acquisition by Merck & Co and

Commission (SEC)

shares ahead of the

tipping off Wong about the

simultaneously announced its

announcement and reportedly

planned acquisition. The two are

own charges against the accused,

earning over $223,000 in share

accused of directly or indirectly

stating that the individuals

trading. The SEC has separately

causing over 20 individuals to

collectively earned over $7

charged Buyer with violating

engage in illegal stock trades,

million in ill-gotten gains.

Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 of

earning millions of dollars.

the Securities Exchange Act of
Buyer is charged with four counts

1934 and is seeking permanent

Markin is additionally charged with

of securities fraud for two

injunction, penalties, disgorgement

making false statements. Falling

separate cases involving alleged

of illegal gains plus interest, and

under a Financial Industry

insider trading schemes and stolen

an officer and director ban on the

Regulatory Authority (FINRA)

material non-public information.

former congressman. Buyer

inquiry while an FBI trainee at the

Prior to the 29 April 2018 merger

reportedly pleaded not guilty on 27

training academy Quantico,

of Sprint Corporation and T-Mobile

July, with US District Judge

Virginia, Markin allegedly lied to

US, Inc, Buyer purchased Sprint

Richard Berman setting bail at

FBI agents questioning him over

shares in March and April after

$250,000 and ordering Buyer not

the Pandion trading. According to

allegedly being informed and

to leave the continental US.

the separate SEC complaint,
Markin earned $82,000 from the

4
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alleged insider trading, while Wong

instance. The SEC has lodged a

Niranjan under Sections 21(d) and

is alleged to have gained $1.3

separate complaint against the

21A of the Exchange Act, seeking

million and reportedly gifted

three individuals as well as alleged

permanent injunctions,

Markin a Rolex watch for providing

co-conspirators Dhirenkumar Patel

disgorgement of profits, and civil

him the information.

and Ramesh Chitor and relief

penalties.

defendants Gauri Salwan, the
The DOJ has separately charged

Kakkera Family Trust, All US Tacos

FBI Assistant Director-in-Charge

the former chief information

Inc, and Janya Saeedi.

Michael J. Driscoll stated in a

security officer of Lumentum

press release that the four cases,

Holdings Inc, Amit Bhardwaj with

In the fourth set of insider trading

while separate, all share insider

misappropriating material non-

charges announced on 21 July,

trading commonalities. “Everyone

public information on the

former investment banker Brijesh

involved let greed dictate their

company’s future acquisitions and

Goel is charged with four counts of

actions and made trades based on

tipping off Srinivsasa Kakkera and

securities fraud, one count of

material non-public information”,

Abbas Saeedi, who are also

obstruction of justice, and

Driscoll said, adding that the

charged in the case, along with

conspiracy to commit securities

“crimes we allege threaten both

two other individuals. The accused

fraud and tender offer. Goel is

the integrity of our financial

allegedly purchased Coherent, Inc

accused of misappropriating

markets and investors’ faith in

shares ahead of its acquisition by

upcoming merger and acquisition

them”.

Lumentum and reportedly gained

information through his bank by

nearly $900,000.

tipping off a friend on seven

DOJ press release

occasions in 2017, resulting in
The group is accused of repeating

$280,000 in illegal gains.

the scheme with a separate
acquisition of Neophotonics

The SEC has separately filed a

Corporation, collectively profiting

criminal complaint against Goel

$4.3 million in the second alleged

and alleged co-conspirator Akshay

SEC press release on Buyer
SEC complaint against Buyer

Ex-director of Romania’s health insurance
authority sentenced to six years for taking €6m
bribe
The Bucharest Court of Appeal

He was sentenced to six years

(Curtea de Apel București, CAB)

imprisonment after receiving

ruled on 25 July on a final

€6.3 million in kickbacks.

conviction in the bribery case

5

against Lucian Duţă, former

The criminal conspiracy took place

president of the National Health

between 2010 and 2012 and

Insurance House (Casa Națională

concerned publicly awarded IT

de Asigurări de Sănătate, CNAS).

contracts, among them the
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introduction of the national health

The former CNAS director received

and Nevis. Prosecutors also seized

insurance card. The card, which

€5.5 million through bank transfers

real estate and a vehicle.

represented at the time one of the

and €800,000 in cash, the National

first efforts in the EU to digitalise

Anticorruption Directorate (Direcția

The Agerpres news agency reports

identification for health insurance,

Națională Anticorupție, DNA)

that the former health official

was fully rolled out in 2015.

alleged in 2018.

surrendered to the authorities after
publication of the court’s decision.

Duţă asked for and received bribes

The CAB upheld a lower court

from representatives of the local

decision which supported the

subsidiary of Hewlett-Packard Co

2018 DNA-imposed freezing of

and software development

Swiss bank accounts containing

company SIVECO Romania SA,

over €2 million in the name of

which then reported the official to

Eurotrust Invest Inc, a company

the authorities, G4Media reports.

reportedly registered in St Kitts

CAB decision
G4Media article (25 July 2022)
Agerpres article (25 July 2022)

UK FCA publishes decision notices for Carillion
and former executive directors
According to the notices, Carillion
breached between July 2016 and

The FCA notes that Carillion went

July 2017 the Market Abuse

into liquidation in January 2018.

Regulation and the Listing Rules.

Moreover, it is shown that the

Specifically, Carillion allegedly: (1)

company neither admits nor

published announcements that

denies matters that the FCA

were misleading regarding the

outlined in a September 2020

The UK’s Financial Conduct

value of its shares when it ought to

warning notice. The FCA imposed

Authority (FCA) published on 28

have known that the information

a public censure on the company

July decision notices dated 24

was false or misleading; (2) failed

rather than a financial penalty,

June for construction giant

to take reasonable care to ensure

which would have amounted to

Carillion plc (in liquidation) and

that its announcements were

almost £38 million.

its former executive directors

accurate; (3) failed to take

Richard John Howson, Richard

reasonable steps to establish and

Carillion’s failures, according to

Adam and Zafar Khan. The FCA

maintain robust procedures,

FCA Executive Director of

informs that the three individuals

systems and controls to ensure

Enforcement and Market Oversight

referred their decision notices to

that contract accounting

Mark Steward, resulted in its true

the Upper Tribunal where they are

judgments were made, recorded

financial position remaining

to present their case, while

and reported internally; (4) failed to

“hidden over many months”,

Carillion did not refer its decision

act with integrity in relation to its

aggravating its collapse and

notice.

holders and potential holders of its

“causing substantial harm to

premium listed shares.

shareholders and creditors”. “This

6
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is market abuse”, Steward states.

failed to ensure their accuracy.

decisions against them and

He adds that Howson, Adam and

Additionally, they allegedly failed to

whether there are any other

Khan were allegedly involved in the

inform the Board and the Audit

actions that the FCA should take.

failures. Particularly, the three

Committee of the deteriorations

former directors allegedly had

and the associated risks.

Carillion decision notice

financial performance of Carillion’s

Consequently, Howson was fined

Howson decision notice

UK construction business. It is

£397,800, Adam £318,000 and

shown that they were responsible

Khan £154,400. The FCA notes

for the company’s

that the Upper Tribunal will

announcements, however they

determine whether to uphold its

knowledge of the deteriorating

Adam decision notice

Blatter, Platini fully acquitted by Swiss court in
£1.7m mismanagement case
the publication of the court’s written explanation of
the verdict and can decide afterwards whether they
will continue with the appeal.
Blatter was the president of FIFA, football’s governing
body, from 1998 to 2015. Platini, who led the Union of
European Football Associations (UEFA) between 2007
and 2015, was a consultant for Blatter between 1998
and 2002, and both claimed that the CHF2 million – in
addition to around CHF230,000 (£198,000) in social
Switzerland’s Federal Criminal Court
(Bundesstrafgerichts, FCC) on 8 July acquitted
Joseph Blatter and Michel Platini, two former top
officials in world football, on charges of fraud,
criminal mismanagement, and embezzlement. The
case stemmed from allegations that Blatter paid
Platini CHF2 million (circa £1.7 million today) from
FIFA accounts for consultation services, based on
an oral contract.
The FCC awarded each of the defendants CHF20,000
(around £17,000) in compensation. According to 19
July media reports, the Office of the Attorney General
(Bundesanwaltschaft, BA) officially announced its
intention to appeal the acquittal. Prosecutors await
7

security contributions – was payment due for these
services.
Swiss prosecutors announced an investigation in
September 2015, shortly after the unveiling in the US
of an indictment alleging massive fraud, money
laundering, and corruption within FIFA and various
regional governing bodies. Filing charges in November
2021, the BA alleged that the large payment was
justified using a fictitious invoice. Before the latest
appearance in court, the prosecution asked for a 20month suspended sentence for each of the
defendants. Both Blatter and Platini welcomed the
court’s verdict, with the latter stating that he does not
exclude a return to football.

aperio-intelligence.com
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In 2016, a final decision by FIFA banned both ex-

their intention to discontinue the case, but the AP

officials from football activities until October 2021,

revelations are based on a document dated one

with Blatter’s exclusion being extended last year to

month after the aforementioned media reports.

2028 over different allegations.
The former FIFA chief apparently continues to be an
“accused person” in a separate Swiss inquiry dealing

FCC press release
Verdict

with a $1 million loan to the Trinidad and Tobago
Football Association in 2010, according to documents

AP article (8 July 2022)

seen by the Associated Press. In April 2020,
prosecutors informed the Süddeutsche Zeitung of

Netherlands Central Bank fines Binance for
unauthorised operations
regulator due to the serious nature

Ontario Securities Commission to

of the breach, the DNB informs.

cease offering services to the
province’s residence and to bar the

Separately, the central bank states

opening of new accounts, after the

that Binance’s conduct violated

regulator identified previous

legal requirements over more than

instances in which the company

18 months, starting in May 2020

acted against previous promises.

The Dutch Central Bank (De

when the obligation to register

Nederlandsche Bank NV, DNB)

was introduced and continuing up

In the UK, an entity belonging to

announced on 18 July that it

until at least December 2021,

the group of crypto companies,

fined the crypto-asset giant

when the DNB’s investigation

Binance Markets Ltd, is regulated

Binance Holdings Ltd €3.3 million

ended. Since then, Binance filed an

for a limited set of activities by the

in April because the exchange

application which is currently

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

operated without registration in

assessed by the regulator, the

and requires the written consent of

the country.

press release reveals, leading to a

the watchdog to offer services. No

5 percent reduction of the fine.

other Binance entity is authorised
to operate in the UK, the FCA

The fine was issued following an
August 2021 warning and is based

The company – one of the largest

on provisions in the 2008 Anti-

crypto exchanges in the world –

Money Laundering and Anti-

filed an objection against the fine

Terrorist Financing Act. The

on 2 June. Binance has had

legislation stipulates a base

problems in several jurisdictions

administrative fine of €2 million,

stemming from non-compliance

which was increased by the

with legal requirements. In March
2022, it committed before the

8

reiterated in March 2022.
DNB press release
DNB decision
OSC undertaking and acknowl…
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OFAC settles with American Express National
Bank over apparent Foreign Narcotics sanctions
violations
closed” by an operation analyst. In June 2018, a
different analyst identified Marquez’s connection to
the account and suspended charge privileges on all
linked accounts. However, the suspension was
removed the following day because it was not listed
as sanctions-related. The AML team identified the
error on 29 June 2018 and directed the account to be
re-suspended, however the application of an incorrect
suspension code led to additional transactions being
conducted before the account was closed on 6 July
2018.
The US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) announced on 15 July a

The regulator determined that “the apparent violations

$430,500 settlement with American Express

were not voluntarily self-disclosed and were non-

National Bank (Amex), a subsidiary of American

egregious”. The notice highlights that Amex

Express Company, over 214 apparent violations of

cooperated with OFAC during the investigation and

the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Sanctions

adopted multiple remedial actions to address

Regulations (FNKSR).

shortcomings in its internal control mechanisms.

According to OFAC, the company allegedly processed

In an emailed statement to the Financial Crime Digest,

transactions on behalf of Walter Alexander Del Nogal

a spokesperson for American Express Company

Marquez, a Venezuelan national who was designated

underlined that “[w]e take our sanctions compliance

by OFAC on 7 May 2018 pursuant to the FNKSR for

obligations seriously and fully cooperated with OFAC’s

his alleged involvement in the distribution of illicit

investigation. Since this issue occurred four years

drugs out of Venezuela and associated money

ago, we have made significant enhancements to our

laundering. The designated individual had obtained in

controls and procedures, including implementing

November 2012 a supplemental American Express

additional training and enhanced sanctions screening

Centurion Card on an account maintained by a US

and reporting protocols”.

person at Amex. Between 7 May 2018 and 6 July
2018, Amex allegedly processed 214 transactions

OFAC press release

totalling $155,189.42 involving this account.
OFAC notice

OFAC notes that despite Amex’ sanctions screening
system flagging the account a few days after
Marquez’s designation, the alert was “erroneously

9

OFAC press release on Marquez’s designation (7 Ma…
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T-Mobile advances $500m settlement in lawsuit
following August 2021 cyber heist

Telecommunications giant T-

for the social security numbers

of the settlement, the company

Mobile US Inc on 22 July

and driver licences of 30 million

further pledges to invest $150

proposed a $500 million

individuals, approximately a third

million over the next two years for

settlement to resolve a class

of the persons for which they

data security.

action lawsuit filed by its US

claimed to have obtained data

clients affected by a massive

from T-Mobile servers.

data breach that occurred in

The proposed order received
preliminary approval on 26 July

August 2021. The estimated

The suggested plan outlines a

from the US District Court for the

number of individuals whose

benefits fund totalling $350 million

Western District of Missouri, with a

personal data were stolen in the

which would provide up to $25,000

hearing for the final approval set

cyber attack is 76.6 million, the

in compensation claims for out-of-

for mid-January 2023, according

company’s court filings show.

pocket losses and time spent

to publicly available court filings.

dealing with effects of the data

Now, the telecommunications

The cyber heist exposed tens of

breach. Alternatively, individuals

corporation has 30 days to provide

millions of individuals’ names,

affected can opt for $25 or $100

a list of all class members. The

addresses, phone numbers, mobile

for California residents as a

judge set a notice date in 90 days’

phone identifying characteristics,

substitute for submitting a claim.

time, after which individuals will

and, for most, social security

have another three months to

numbers. A day before T-Mobile

T-Mobile stresses in court

submit their claims for

acknowledged the heist, Vice

documents that the settlement is

compensation.

reported on a forum post – also

not an admission of wrongdoing.

investigated by the corporation –

The telecom giant had previously

offering massive amounts of data

announced that it would offer two

for sale. The alleged seller asked

years of identity protection

for 6 bitcoin ($270,000 at the time)

services from McAfee LLC. As part

10

Form 8-K filing
T-Mobile statement
CEO blogpost (27 August 2021)
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SEC settles with UBS, JP Morgan subsidiaries
over improper anti-identity theft measures
The SEC notes in its orders two years of inappropriate
programmes between January 2017 and October
2019. Neither company admitted nor denied the
findings of the commission.
JP Morgan Securities agreed to pay $1.2 million, with
the SEC noting that the company failed to exercise
proper oversight of service provider arrangements
The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
announced on 27 July that it filed and settled
charges against three broker-dealers and
investment advisers – all subsidiaries of well-known
financial services corporations – for deficiencies in
their identity theft prevention programmes.
The enforcement refers to requirements under
Regulation S-ID, concerning the inclusion of
reasonable policies to identify red flags in customer
accounts and their incorporation into anti-identity
theft programmes.
The firms targeted by the enforcement actions are JP
Morgan Securities LLC, a subsidiary of JPMorgan
Chase & Co, UBS Financial Services Inc, owned by the
Switzerland-registered investment bank UBS Group
AG, TradeStation Securities Inc, a subsidiary of
TradeStation Group Inc, the US arm of Japanese
financial services company Monex Group Inc. The
companies agreed to cease and desist from future
violations of Regulation S-ID – the SEC’s identity theft
red flags rule –, a censure, and to pay penalties.

11

and did not train staff to appropriately implement an
identity theft prevention programme in 2017.
According to the SEC, UBS Financial Services did not
periodically review new and existing customer
accounts to adapt its application of identity theft
prevention programmes, did not effectively involve the
board in the oversight, development, implementation,
and administration of the process, and failed in
training employees on implementation. The company
agrees to pay $925,000.
Finally, the SEC find that TradeStation Securities did
not properly oversee service provider arrangement
and, like the JP Morgan subsidiary, failed to involve
the board of directors in relevant aspects of the
programme.
SEC press release
JP Morgan Securities cease and desist order
UBS Financial Services cease and desist
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Bank of America to pay $225m over ‘faulty’ antifraud measures affecting unemployed workers
According to the Bureau, between

An account freeze denies the

March 2020 and June 2021, the

individual access to funds and

bank had contracts with official

prevents new money from being

bodies in 12 states to intermediate

deposited by a state agency. In

unemployment insurance and

mid-March 2021, Bank of America

other benefit payments to

began blocking cards instead of

individuals facing joblessness and

freezing accounts, which allowed

Two US regulators revealed on 14

other hardships. One of the

users to verify their identity and, if

July that they fined Bank of

methods used to deliver funds to

successful, have their cards

America Corp a total of $225

individuals was through a prepaid

cleared. The faulty fraud filter

million over allegations that the

debit card.

affected claims submitted by over
100,000 individuals, according to

financial institution engaged in
unfair and abusive practices. The

With more people receiving cards,

the CFBP’s order.

conduct refers to mishandling

the number of notices of error filed

unemployment benefits over

by prepaid cardholders who were

The financial institution revealed in

several months due to what one

noticing unauthorised transfers or

its 14 July quarterly earnings

watchdog called “faulty” anti-

other issues surged. The CFBP

report that it set aside $425 million

fraud measures that blocked

notes that, during that time,

linked to “certain regulatory

individuals from accessing the

fraudsters stole identities to steal

matters”. Accounting for the two

payments.

funds or filed false error claims to

regulatory fines, the remaining

receive more money.

$200 million reportedly constitutes
a fine over improper use of

The Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) imposed

The bank responded to the wave

personal devices, according to

a fine of $100 million, while the

of claims by introducing an

Bloomberg. The media outlet

Department of the Treasury’s

automated anti-fraud system in

reports that Bank of America joins

Office of the Comptroller of the

September 2020. which replaced

Morgan Stanley, JPMorgan Chase

Currency (OCC) issued an order

the investigations used up until

& Co, Citigroup Inc, and Goldman

assessing a civil money penalty of

then to determine whether an error

Sachs Group Inc, each of which

$125 million, following settlements

actually occurred. The new

will reportedly pay $200 million

with the bank. The financial

mechanism operated until June

over improper communications

institution neither admits nor

2021 and ostensibly relied on a

habits.

denies wrongdoing.

simple set of three red indicators.
It automatically froze or blocked

“Bank of America failed to live up

accounts when finding that a

to its legal obligations”, states

claim fit one of the red flags, thus

CFPB Director Rohit Chopra.

denying thousands of individuals
access to the much-needed aid,
according to an official order.

12

CFBP press release
Consent order
Stipulation
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REPORTS

‘Sobering’ reviews into Serco, Unaoil cases
underscore ‘fundamental’ issues at UK SFO
commissioned the review into the Unaoil case in
February, states that both her office and the SFO
accept the recommendations made by Calvert-Smith.
Osofsky called the reports a “sobering read”.
The second review, commissioned by the SFO, was
led by barrister Brian Altman and focused on the fraud
case against two executives of the outsourcing giant
Serco Group plc. The SFO failed to disclose board
The UK Serious Fraud Office (SFO) published the

meeting minutes, which ultimately led to the collapse

results of two reviews of its failures in two high

of the case. Altman points to “systemic problems”

profile cases, which involved “fundamental”

that affected the disclosure process, including a

breakdowns in resourcing, disclosure, and proper

responsible officer’s inexperience and an “inadequate

communications.

and unfit” assurance review regime for important
cases.

One review, led by former director of public
prosecution David Calvert-Smith, concerned a money

Calvert-Smith’s recommendations include ensuring a

laundering and corruption probe into Unaoil SAM, a

fast transition between outgoing and incoming SFO

Monaco-based oil contractor. In that case, SFO

directors, revising processing to ensure the

Director Lisa Osofsky, who had previously worked as

supervision of high-risk cases, the Crown Prosecution

deputy general counsel for the FBI in the US, was

Service Inspectorate assessing the relationship

criticised for her insufficiently reported contacts with

between SFO investigators and prosecutors,

“fixer” David Tinsley.

immediately communicating pertinent information
coming from involved parties, and preventing direct

Tinsley had suggested to Osofsky that he could

access to the director.

persuade a defendant in the case to plead guilty,
which the latter did. However, the SFO failed to
disclose the extent of these meetings, which a judge
determined impeded another defendant from
presenting evidence that his alleged co-conspirator
might have pleaded guilty under pressure.
Both reviews insist on improving the management of
disclosures, and underscore resourcing issues.
Attorney General Suella Braverman, who

13

SFO press release
Altman report and files
Calvert-Smith report
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FATF issues report on partnering in the fight
against financial crime focused on informationsharing

The Financial Action Task Force

and privacy (DPP) frameworks,

and determine whether the

(FATF) published on 20 July a

both domestic and international.

transaction or relationship is

report aimed at helping

suspicious. “With more focused

jurisdictions enhance information

The report provides an overview of

data collection, private sector

exchange on anti-money

the global requirements on

entities may also be able to reduce

laundering, counter-terrorist

AML/CFT/CPF and on DPP and

their operational burden in

financing and counter-

their implementation. In addition, it

processing and analysing large

proliferation financing

includes eight case studies in the

amounts of low quality data that

(AML/CFT/CPF) among private

UK, US, Singapore, Netherlands,

may not necessarily lead to the

sector entities, including financial

Estonia and Germany to highlight

successful identification of a

institutions (FIs). The report is

their best practices on complying

suspicious transaction”, the report

based on information from

with the two types of

notes.

members of the FATF and its

requirements.

Global Network and provides non-

A case study is represented by the

binding recommendations on how

According to the FATF, in-depth

Netherlands’ Transactie

to implement increased

discussion on certain cases has

Monitoring Nederland (TMNL),

information-sharing initiatives

demonstrated that, where entities

which is an initiative of five Dutch

“responsibly and effectively”.

undertake investigations into

banks – ABN Amro, ING Bank,

potentially suspicious clients or

Rabobank, Triodos Bank and De

The report focuses on balancing

activity in silos, more data has to

Volksbank – aimed at enhancing

compliance with the legal

be collected and recorded because

the formal role of banks as

requirements of data protection

every individual entity has to

“gatekeeper” to the financial

perform investigations of its own

system. TMNL aims to create “an

14
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industry-wide utility for transaction

“more legal clarity and certainty on

mitigation measures; (4)

monitoring”. The current stage of

data sharing as well as the tension

questions of transparency and

the initiative seeks to improve the

between AML and privacy

providing data to individuals,

detection of money laundering and

legislation will be required”.

including how to prevent

terrorist financing (ML/TF) by

tipping off

spotting unusual transaction

The report also provides a series

patters that individual banks

of recommendations for the public

cannot identify alone – so-called

sector, including to consider

‘multibank alerts’.

updating existing legal or
supervisory instruments, either to

Using privacy enhancing
technologies (PETs) to reduce
or eliminate the movement of
data, minimise the personal
data shared, and

In terms of methodology, as part

permit sharing or to provide an

of TMNL, banks prepare

exception or exemption to

transaction data for sharing within

restrictions on sharing, as well as

their own environment, including

to identify a leading or

pseudonymisation of all data

coordinating agency and establish

items that could directly or

a contact point on private sector

indirectly be related to individual

information sharing for

entities. “TMNL pools and relates

stakeholders.

clean the personal data

For the private sector, the
FATF recommends

transaction data (such as

the dataset of participating banks
in analytical models performed at
its highly secured IT platform”, the
report notes. The alerts sent back
to banks include a specific ID that
only the respective receiving bank
can relate back to its own client
records. This translation process
has to be performed at the bank
before the bank investigators can
review the TMNL alert. The FATF
further highlights that, as part of a
‘privacy by design’ approach, a
Data Protection Impact
Assessment (DPIA) is conducted
by the banks, as the data
controllers, and TMNL, as data
processor, to assess GDPR key
principles.
In order to enable utilities like
TMNL to proceed and reach full
effectiveness in the fight against
financial crime, the FATF stresses,

15

Each individual FI develop its
own DPIA considering its own
data collection and processing

pseudonymise, anonymise, or
encrypt shared data. The report
provides the example of the
UK’s FutureFlow platform,
which uses pseudonymisation
technologies to remove or
contained in financial
account identifiers, transaction
value, transaction IDs, and
timestamps) prior to exchange
in order to minimise the risk of
re-identification

policies. A DPIA would include,

Institutions involved in private

among other things, (1)

sector information sharing

identification of a legal

initiatives establish, in advance,

authority or basis that

the relevant procedures or

authorises or compels the

threshold for triggering exiting

parties to engage in these

measures, taking increased

ML/TF/PF detection and

caution given the potential

investigation arrangements,

harm to a customer that is

and in-depth verification of

wrongly identified under a

conditions that meet the legal

private sector information

basis; (2) a description of how

sharing initiative

the parties will collect, use,
disclose, share, store, and later
delete or otherwise destroy the
data; (3) privacy risks that arise
from the arrangement, and

FATF press release
FATF report
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UK publishes strategic export controls 2021
report
to not require a licence, 1,098 were withdrawn,
stopped or found unsuitable, and nine were revoked.
Of the refused or revoked SIELs, the largest plurality,
170, were based on a risk of diversion to an
undesirable end-user or end-use, followed by 82
based on national security concerns to the UK or
friendly nations, 57 due to UK international
commitments under various non-proliferation
agreements, 51 based on UN, UK, and Organisation
The UK government on 21 July published its annual
report on strategic export controls covering the
period from January to December 2021, the 25th
such report released by HM Government. The report
indicates government efforts adapt the export
control regime to challenges presented by the
COVID-19 pandemic and fall of Afghanistan.
Additional significant changes to UK export controls
during the reporting period included the imposition of
new trade sanctions on Belarus and Myanmar. Other
changes include an 8 December 2021 update to
strategic export licencing criteria as well as stated
intent by the Secretary of State for International Trade
to “enhance the military end-use control and to add
China to the list of destinations”.
The UK’s Export Control Joint Unit (ECJU) processed
roughly 16,400 applications for standard individual
export licences (SIELs). The ECJU’s stated processing
time target was to complete processing 70 percent of
applications within 20 working days, falling one
percent short of its goal. 12,595 SIELs were issued,
while 245 were refused or rejected, 2,511 were found

16

for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) arms
embargoes, and 23 based on a risk that the item
would be used to violate human rights or facilitate
internal repression.
530 open individual export licence (OIEL) applications
and registrations were also received last year, along
with 1,122 open general export licence registrations
and 262 retained general export authorisation
registrations. 298 OIELs were issued, while 44 were
refused or rejected, three were found not to require a
licence, 105 were withdrawn, stopped, or found
unsuitable, and four were revoked.
The UK is also currently serving a two-year term on
the Arms Trade Treaty Management Committee, with
Foreign Secretary Liz Truss writing in a forward to the
report that the UK will use its position on the
committee to continue advocating for the crackdown
on illegal small arms and light weapons trading. The
UK is also currently presiding over the Convention of
Cluster Munitions.
Strategic Export Controls 2021 Report
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European Commission publishes 2022 rule of
law report
programmes “create corruption risks and raise
concerns about security, money laundering and tax
evasion”.
With respect to national justice reforms, the EC notes
that legislative efforts to strengthen judicial
independence have been initiated in multiple
members states, including Luxembourg, Croatia, Italy,
Cyprus, the Netherlands and Sweden. However,
several other countries continue to face challenges in
The European Commission (EC) published on 13
July its annual report which assesses the rule of law
situation within the European Union and its member
states. The EC’s assessment focuses on four key
thematic areas, namely the national justice systems,
anti-corruption frameworks, media freedom and
pluralism and other institutional issues related to
checks and balances, which includes observations
on the use of spyware and the implementation of
judgements by the European Court of Human Rights
(ECHR).
The report notes that while EU members states have
continued their rule of law reforms aimed at
addressing challenges identified in the EC’s previous
reports, systemic concerns persist in some
jurisdictions, particularly in relation to judicial
independence and rules around lobbying and conflicts
of interests. The assessment reveals that member
states generally have “extensive legislation” aimed at
providing their criminal justice system with tools to
fight corruption. However, the EC identified several
areas of improvement with respect to lobbying and
revolving doors practices, as well as regarding
transparency and accessibility of asset and interest
declarations by public officials. The report also draws
attention to investor citizenship and investor
residence schemes, emphasising that such
17

this area, particularly Poland, where “serious concerns
on the independence of the national council of the
judiciary remain unaddressed”, or Hungary, where the
National Judicial Council “continues to face
challenges in counter-balancing the powers of the
President of the National Office for the Judiciary”.
In terms of media freedom and pluralism, the report
notes that since the EC’s 2021 rule of law report,
Croatia, Cyprus, Estonia, Greece, Poland, Portugal and
Spain adopted new legislation aimed at enhancing
transparency of media ownership or improving public
availability of media ownership information. However,
the EC highlights that “concerns remain regarding the
lack of transparency in the distribution of state
advertising, conflict of interests and obstacles related
to the access to public documents”.
The paper also raises concerns about the 2021 media
reports concerning use of spyware by governments
with the aim of targeting journalists, lawyers,
politicians and members of the European Parliament
(EP). The EC notes that Hungarian, French and
Spanish authorities launched investigations into
allegations related to the use of spyware, however no
investigations were initiated by the Polish prosecution
service until present, despite allegations related to the
use of Pegasus spyware.
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Austria, Czechia, Slovenia and Portugal carried out

Other key findings include:

targeted audits to assess the impact of the Covid19 pandemic on corruption, particularly in light of

Poland, the Netherlands, Estonia, Austria, Denmark

the increased use of accelerated and simplified

have taken steps towards increasing transparency

procurement procedures

and oversight of political party financing. Italy
continues to face challenges with respect to “the
practice of channeling donations to political
parties though political foundations”
Greece strengthened the definition of active and
passive bribery, while Slovakia is currently in the
process of widening the definition of bribery in its
national law. Sweden still faces challenges in
relation to the legal definition of foreign bribery,
thus leading to limited prosecutions and final
judgements

While Austria, Czechia, Bulgaria, Spain and
Slovakia have commenced reforms to strengthen
the independence of their prosecution services,
concerns still exist in this area with respect to
Slovenia, Poland and Hungary
Romania, Austria and France have continued to
consolidate the effectiveness of investigations,
prosecution and sanctioning of high-level
corruption, while in Malta, Czechia and Spain,
criminal proceedings into high-level corruption
remain lengthy

Dedicated regulation on lobbying is still missing or
could be improved across most member states.

European Commission press release

However, in Belgium, Croatia, Italy, Spain and
Latvia, discussions on new lobbying legislation are

EC 2022 Rule of Law Report

ongoing, while Cyprus and Germany have
Country chapter abstracts and recommendations

introduced lobby registers

UK FRC enforcement review highlights record
financial sanctions
million (prior to settlement
discounts) were imposed for

FRC Enforcement Executive

misconduct and breaches of

Director Elizabeth Barrett states

standards in a significant

that the record financial sanctions

increase from the previous year’s

imposed in the year emphasise

£16.7 million. The review also

“the important dissuasive role they

notes an increase from 28 to 62

continue to play, while the further

The UK’s Financial Reporting

in non-financial sanctions,

increase in the use of bespoke

Council (FRC) published on 28

including the imposition of severe

non-financial sanctions reflects the

July its annual enforcement

reprimands and declarations that

ongoing emphasis placed on

review which shows that record

audit reports did not satisfy

identifying the underlying

financial sanctions of £46.5

certain requirements.

18
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causes of failure and effecting

of 31 March, the FRC resolved 13

wide range of audit issues” in the

long term positive change”.

cases with settlement and 24

12 months to 31 March, when 47

cases resolved through the

investigations were ongoing. 38 of

Constructive Engagement process,

the 47 investigations reportedly

which is an alternative to referring

concern individuals and firms for

qualifying cases for investigation.

audit work, one investigation looks

In the 24 cases, the report shows,

into individuals and firms for non-

the most common issues

audit work and eight investigations

underlying the potential breaches

into professional accountants

included the lack of professional

working in business.

Serious cases resolved with
“substantial financial sanctions”
during the year include Grant
Thornton LLP’s audit of Patisserie
Holdings Plc (£4.0 million reduced
to £2.34 million after settlement
discount),
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP’s
audits of Galliford Try (£5.5 million
reduced to £3.04 million), KPMG
LLP’s audits of Rolls Royce Group
plc (£4.5 million reduced to £3.375
million) and Conviviality plc (£4.3
million reduced to £3.01 million),
and Ernst & Young LLP’s audit of
Stagecoach Group plc (£3.5
million reduced to £2.205 million).
The report further informs that 69
cases were opened over the year.
Referrals from FRC teams are
shown to be the largest source of
cases and they predominantly
arise from Audit Quality Review
inspections of individual audits. As

scepticism, insufficient audit
evidence, the lack of professional

Slow progress is seen in relation to

judgement and the lack of

“full and frank cooperation”, the

technical expertise. The remedial

report adds. It notes that the FRC

actions undertaken as a result of

continues to “encourage and

the FRC’s Constructive

incentivise” positive changes, such

Engagement activity mainly

as self-reporting, proactive steps

involved amendments to a firm’s

to address self-identified issues

audit procedures and/or training

and comprehensive admissions, in

and guidance to introduce new

this area.

audit procedures or to reinforce
existing audit methodology and

FRC annual enforcement review

guidance, according to the review.
FRC press release

Moreover, it is reported that the
Conduct Committee opened 15
new investigations concerning “a

MPs rebuke FCA for failures in British Steel
pensions case
Accounts Committee concluded

losses amounted to over

that the Financial Conduct

£82,000.

Authority (FCA) failed to protect

In a report published on 21 July,
the UK House of Commons Public
19

more than 7,800 workers involved

According to the document, the

in a British Steel pension scheme

FCA was aware of legislative

from being deceived by

changes enacted in 2015 and the

“unscrupulous financial

potential harms they could bring,

advisers”. MPs note that average

but “failed to take preventative
action” to safeguard consumers’
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rights, including in the case of the

Overall, “regulatory system left [the

Updating MPs on the actual

workers at the metals giant

workers] open to being

width and gravity of unsuitable

Tata Steel UK Ltd. The observation

manipulated and taken advantage

advice, and the measures it

concerns the British Steel Pension

of”, the report concludes. MPs

took to prevent similar issues in

Scheme (BSPS), a plan enacted in

further stress that the FCA has

the future

2017, in which workers had to

issued only a single fine, with 30

choose whether to transfer to a

enforcement actions going on for

scheme which relies on

years “without progress”. While the

investment choices.

financial watchdog estimates

The report highlights that financial
advisers had material incentives to
make recommendations that were
not suitable or not clearly in the
interest of the workers, as these
consultants were paid only if
workers transferred from the
status quo option. In a context in
which the employees were already
lacking trust in Tata Steel and the
pensions fund, the FCA’s inaction
“created a culture of distrust and
misinformation”.

compensation costs at £71.2
million, the committee observes
that the actual figure could be
significantly higher. The FCA used
a complaints system, through

Investigating what data and
insight are needed to support
proactive regulation
Assessing how to implement
redress mechanisms more
quickly and more fairly in the
future

which claimants had to take the

Informing the committee on

initiative to recover their losses,

the progress of its enforcement

resulting in only a quarter of those

action

who received unsuitable advice
applying for redress.

The report includes
recommendations for the
FCA, among which:

Committee press release
Report
NAO press release (18 March …

US releases 2022 Trafficking in Persons Report
noting corruption and climate challenges’ impact

The US State Department

individuals impacted by

workers, it enriches those who

trafficking and prosecuting

exploit them, it undercuts

traffickers. The report highlights

legitimate business, and most

challenges in addressing TIP and

fundamentally, because it is so

provides prioritised

profoundly wrong”, State Secretary

recommendations for the

Anthony J. Blinken stated during

governments to improve anti-

the report launch ceremony.

trafficking efforts.

released on 19 July the 2022
Trafficking in Persons (TIP)

“The United States is committed to

Report, informing on how 188

fighting it because trafficking

countries and territories are

destabilizes societies, it

preventing trafficking, protecting

undermines economies, it harms

20

The report highlights that 2021
saw 10,572
trafficking prosecutions, 5,260
convictions, 90,354 identified
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trafficking victims and 15 new or

and minority populations are more

trafficking, particularly identifying

amended thematic legislation,

likely to experience its impacts

victims, providing specialised

according to data provided by

and, consequently, are likely to

services, and holding labour

foreign governments and other

become even more vulnerable to

traffickers accountable.

sources reviewed by the State

exploitation”, the report warns.

Department.
Notably, the report underlines the
role of corruption as a TIP enabler.
Human traffickers are “among
those that benefit the most from
environments with endemic
corruption”, the paper reads.
Trafficking-related corruption is
committed by a range of
government officials who assist
“unscrupulous or unlicensed
recruitment agencies during the
recruitment of workers for
overseas employment”, provide
false documentation, and enable
illegal movements across borders.
Corrupt officials can also “facilitate
or turn a blind eye” to illicit
activities such as prostitution or
drug cultivation or facilitate the
acquisition, sale or border crossing
of goods that may have been
produced by forced labour.
Additionally, the report describes
how officials who accept bribes
hinder criminal proceedings by
obstructing evidence gathering,
influencing witnesses and tipping
off traffickers.
Similarly, the State Department
stresses that the climate crisis
may exacerbate pre-existing TIP
vulnerabilities. “While climate
change does not discriminate,
displaced populations, vulnerable
migrants, Indigenous
communities, women and children,
21

Consequently, the US government
Furthermore, the report shows

is recommended to: (1)

that “some governments are part

comprehensively address labour

of the problem”. It lists

trafficking in the country; (2)

Afghanistan, Myanmar, China,

screen all individuals in

Cuba, Eritrea, Iran, North Korea,

immigration detention or custody

Russia, South Sudan, Syria and

for TIP indicators; (3) increase

Turkmenistan as governments

access to and accessibility of

with a documented “policy or

specialised services for all victims;

pattern” of TIP, trafficking in

(4) mitigate vulnerabilities in

government-funded programmes,

employment-based or other non-

forced labour in government-

immigrant US visa programmes;

affiliated medical services or other

and (5) encourage state, local and

sectors, sexual slavery in

tribal authorities to implement

government camps, or the

policies not to prosecute victims

employment of child soldiers.

for unlawful acts traffickers
compelled them to commit.

Countries whose governments,
according to the report, do not fully
meet the US Trafficking Victims
Protection Act’s (TVPA) minimum
standards for the elimination of
trafficking but are making
significant efforts to bring
themselves into compliance with
them include, inter alia, Brazil,
India, Italy, Japan, South Korea,
Norway, Romania, Switzerland and

“The scale of this problem is vast.
There are nearly 25 million
people currently victims of
trafficking”, stated Blinken. He
added that “what the report
emphasizes and what I want to
emphasize today is that need for
us to listen” to TIP survivors who
“know – through deeply painful

Uganda.

experience – the tactics that

For the US, the paper notes that in

survivors face as they get free, the

some cases survivors continued to
be arrested for the unlawful acts
they were compelled to commit,
and some victim witnesses did not
receive the needed protections.
Moreover, the US is reported to
lack in terms of addressing labour

traffickers use, the obstacles that
support that can help the most as
they work to rebuild their lives”.
TIP report 2022
State Secretary Blinken remarks
State Department press release
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US DOJ 2022-26 strategic plan addresses fraud,
foreign interference, terrorism and cybercrime
of violence, combating foreign

advancing environmental justice,

interference in democratic

and expanding access to justice”,

processes, and promoting good

he explained. The DOJ aims on

governance.

this matter to implement
comprehensive strategies to

Keeping the country safe is

advance environmental justice and

outlined as the second area of

to tackle the climate crisis.

US Attorney General Merrick B.

focus. The strategic plan

Garland on 1 July announced the

highlights that priority goals

Reanimating antitrust

publication of the Department of

include reducing gun-related

enforcement and consumer

Justice’s (DOJ) 2022-26 strategic

violent crime and combating

protection is the Department’s

plan. The plan organises the

ransomware attacks. In doing so,

priority goal for its fourth area of

DOJ’s “important responsibilities

the DOJ intends to focus on: (1)

focus, ensuring economic

into five areas of focus that will

combating foreign malign

opportunity and fairness for all.

guide our work in the years to

influence and espionage; (2)

Furthermore, the strategic plan

come”.

deterring, disrupting and

recalls its commitment to tackle

prosecuting terrorist threats and

corporate crime, public corruption,

The DOJ’s first area of focus is

strengthening international

fraud, money laundering and other

upholding the rule of law. In this

counterterrorism partnerships; (3)

financial crimes.

regard, the DOJ aims to enhance

addressing most significant violent

its efforts to protect the public

crime problems; (4) enhancing

“Our final area of focus is

“from fraud, waste, and abuse”.

cybersecurity and fighting

administering just court and

Specifically, the DOJ will seek

cybercrime; (5) combating drug

correctional systems. The Justice

restitution in at least 90 percent of

trafficking and money laundering;

Department will continue to work

applicable COVID-19 related fraud

and (6) protecting vulnerable

to ensure that our nation’s

cases by 30 September 2023 and

communities.

immigration court system is fairly
administered, and that our federal

will increase the percentage of
COVID-19 related fraud cases

“Our third area of focus is

prisons and detention centers are

favourably resolved to 90 percent.

protecting civil rights”, Garland

safe, transparent, and effectively

Moreover, the Department will

informed. “We will continue to use

managed”, Garland stated.

focus on strengthening rule of law

every resource at our disposal to

policies, protecting the

reinvigorate civil rights

Department from improper

enforcement, including by

influence, protecting public

defending voting rights, deterring

servants from violence and threats

and prosecuting hate crimes,

22

DOJ strategic plan 2022-2026
Attorney General Garland state…
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HM Treasury publishes review of AML/CFT
regulatory and supervisory regime

UK’s HM Treasury issued a broad

UK’s supervisory regime. The

mere tick-box compliance” and

review of the UK’s anti-money

OPBAS review particularly warns

“increase accountability, improve

laundering and combatting the

of “continuing issues with

oversight, share more information,

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

inconsistent supervision by

and not be afraid to intervene

regulatory and supervisory

professional body supervisors

where necessary to improve

regime, in response to a call for

[PBSs]” which have “varying levels

outcomes”.

evidence launched last year. It is

of effectiveness despite

accompanied by two post-

improvements in their technical

“As part of its objective to drive

implementation reviews which

compliance with the MLRs”.

effectiveness, the review has also

fulfill HM Treasury’s statutory

considered the potential levers for

obligations to review the Money

“Varying levels” of risk

government to support businesses

Laundering Regulations 2017

understanding and difficulties

in increasing their own

(MLRs) and the Office for

were also noted at small or new

effectiveness, for example through

Professional Body AML

firms’ level. “We rely on

the appropriate use of new

Supervision Regulations (OPBAS)

businesses, up and down the

technology, ensuring businesses

every five years.

country, to be meticulous in their

have up-to-date understandings of

understanding of risk and the

the risks they face, and improving

The review was comprised after

application of the regulations”,

the AML guidance regime”, the

considering the responses to its

states Economic Secretary to the

report reads.

July 2021 call for evidence which

Treasury John Glen MP in the

sought views on the systemic

ministerial foreword to the report.

The review sets out proposals for

functioning of the regulatory

Highlighting the fact that “dirty

a stronger framework to measure

regime, the effectiveness of

money continues to find its way

the effectiveness of the MLRs,

particular elements of the MLRs,

intro the UK’s economy”, Glen

including an overall refined

and the overall effectiveness of the

noted that “we must go beyond

objective for the UK’s AML regime

23
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and primary and secondary

ambiguous and less likely to

The consolidation of PBSs and

objectives of the MLRs. The

capture low risk situations. The

the introduction of a new single

proposals also include a

government states it does not

professional services

commitment to developing a

intend to make changes to the

supervisor (SPSS), which would

revised set of “outcomes focused”

components of simplified due

possess similar statutory AML

priority metrics as part of the

diligence currently given in the

powers to those provided to the

updated Economic Crime Plan

MLRs 2017.

Financial Conduct Authority

later this year.

(FCA) and HM Revenue and
Highlighting the UK’s rating as

Customs (HMRC) and could

Specifically, potential amendments

“moderately effective” in terms of

become the default supervisor

for ‘refined objectives’ include: (1)

AML supervision by the Financial

for the accountancy and trust

ensuring the regulated sector

Action Task Force mutual

or company service provider

“provides valuable intelligence” to

evaluation of 2018, the review

(TCSP) sectors

highlight that “effective” prevention

establishes a shortlist of options

means more than just technical

for reform, on which the

compliance; (2) clarifying that

government intends to consult

collecting accurate information on

before reaching a decision.

beneficial ownership is not a
primary objective of the MLRs but

The options include

rather a means to identify, prevent,
and report suspicious activity; (3)

Maintaining the existing PBS

ensuring supervisors both monitor

framework and creating

and enforce compliance with the

additional powers for the

regulations. Proposed changes

OPBAS to intervene where it

include a review of the enhanced

identifies deficiencies in PBS

due diligence (EDD) requirement

supervision, also known as the

on “complex or unusually large

‘OPBAS+’ option

transactions” to consider whether
alternative wording would be less

24

The introduction of a single
AML supervisor (SAS)
operating as a dedicated AML
authority aimed to ensure a
consistent approach to
supervision and enforcement
across the regulated sector

Review of the UK’s AML/CFT r…
Post Implementation reviews
Consultation
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Can US sanctions avert chaos in Bosnia?

Amid rising political tensions in

A slow burning political crisis in

Accords and enjoys veto powers

the Western Balkans, Financial

Bosnia

over national legislation.

steadily growing US sanctions

In October, Bosnians will return to

Thousands of protestors recently

regime, joined by the UK, which

the polls to vote for the country’s

gathered in the Bosnian capital

targets major Bosnian Serb, Croat

three presidents in an election that

Sarajevo in opposition to the

and Bosniak political leadership

may prove decisive for the future

election reform proposal brought

for “politically destabilising

of BiH.

by Schmidt. The proposal would

Crime Digest has examined the

activities” as well as alleged

have eliminated “cross-ethnic

high-level corruption. A lack of

Experts told Financial Crime

voting”, with Bosniaks, Serbs, and

cooperation from the European

Digest that re-election of the

Croats each electing their own

Union (EU), and failures of UK-US

current leadership would enhance

president. Following the protests,

coordination, experts said, has

their mandate, entrenching alleged

Schmidt appeared to back away

hindered the effectiveness of

corruption and secessionist

from the proposal, introducing

these sanctions programmes.

activity in the country. The lead-up

minor technical reforms instead.

Meanwhile, upcoming national

to the election comes amid

elections may see the furthering

increasing US sanctions against

The electoral reform controversy is

of secessionist activity

Bosnian politicians. It has also

but one manifestation of the

undermining Bosnia and

been marked by a political battle

faltering of political structures

Herzegovina’s (BiH) existing

over controversial electoral

established at the end of the

political structure formed by the

reforms proposed by High

Bosnian War, experts said. The

1995 Dayton Peace Accords.

Representative to BiH Christian

Dayton Accords split the country

Schmidt, whose position was

into a Republika Srpska (RS) entity

created in the wake of the Dayton

almost entirely populated by ethnic
Serbs, and a multi-ethnic BiH
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Federation of Bosniaks and

rose further under the Donald

House of Representatives, where

Croats. The two entities are

Trump administration, and is

two Republican and Democratic

overseen by a

continuing to grow under

congresswomen recently

national government with three

President Joseph Biden.

introduced a bill which seeks to

presidents, each representing a
major ethnic group.
Wolfgang Petritsch, who served as
High Representative for BiH
between 1999-2002, said that
western intervention established a
governance system which is
cracking under widespread
political corruption, ethnic division,
and international apathy.
"Dayton arrested the war, but it is
not a blueprint for a viable BiH,”
Petritsch said. "Because the
Croats don't have their own entity,
they have to cooperate on the BiH
Federation level with the Bosniaks.
So, it usually takes a very long time
to form a coalition government or
to establish various institutions
post-election. This will be a
problem after the next election as
well. Now the Bosnian Serbs, led
by [member of the Bosnian
presidency and Republika Srpska
leader] Milorad Dodik, are
manoeuvring towards secession."
To combat secessionist activities
that “undermine implementation of
Dayton” and to target government
corruption in Bosnia, the US has
imposed a series of sanctions
against political figures
representing each of the three
major ethnic groups. The
sanctions regime was largely reenlivened in the final days of the
Barack Obama administration,
26

mandate sanctions for anti-Dayton
A US dual-purpose sanctions

activity.

regime in BiH
Anti-Dayton activity was cited
The US State Department and US

again in OFAC’s third designation

Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets

of Dodik in early 2022. This was

Control (OFAC) began rolling out

followed in April by a corruption-

sanctions against leading political

related designation against SDA

targets in BiH in 2017. The first

member and BiH Member of

designation, made pursuant to a

Parliament (MP) Asim Sarajlic. In

2003 executive order and issued

the same wave of sanctions, the

three days before Barack Obama

US Treasury targeted Gordana

left office, targeted Dodik for

Tadic, former Chief Prosecutor of

obstructing the Dayton Accords by

the State Prosecutor’s Office of

defying a constitutional court

BiH and known associate of

order.

Croatian Democratic Union of BiH
(HDZ) President Dragan Čović. On

Six months after the Obama White

the same day, the UK Foreign,

House designation, OFAC under

Commonwealth and Development

the Donald Trump administration

Office (FCDO), in its first action

designated Dodik a second time,

under the UK BiH sanctions

again for undermining Dayton. In

regime, designated both Dodik and

2020, then Secretary of State Mike

RS President Željka Cvijanović,

Pompeo announced the public

further citing “destabilising

designation of Amir Zukic, former

activities.”

General Secretary of the Bosniak
Party of Democratic Action (SDA),

Cvijanović remained unsanctioned

accompanied by a travel ban, this

by the US and made a public visit

time citing corruption as the cause

to Washington shortly after the UK

of the designation.

designation, an inconsistency that
was met with Bosniak protest.

US foreign policy towards BiH has
been marked by a bipartisan

However, Srecko Latal, BiH Editor

approach, with the Trump

at the Balkan Investigative

administration directly picking up

Reporting Network (BIRN), told

from the Obama-era State

Financial Crime Digest that the US

Department’s lead and the Biden

decision to not sanction Cvijanović

administration furthering the same

was intentional. Latal said the US

aims. Bosnian sanctions also

government’s behind-the-scenes

receive bipartisan support in the
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political negotiations were

that corruption is “the most

intervention by western powers

potentially derailed by the UK’s

pressing problem” in BiH.

enabled much of the current

designation of the RS President.
“Americans have been quietly
building solid relations with
Cvijanović and a group of senior
Alliance of Independent Social
Democrats (SNSD) leaders who
were perceived as possible
opponents to Dodik within the
SNSD network,” Latal said.
“Unfortunately, UK sanctions
against Cvijanović have
demolished those efforts. This has
significantly solidified SNSD
leadership around Dodik.”
Another problem experts identified
with the US sanctions regime was
designations which lacked the
scope to render the sanctions fully
effective. The third time OFAC
designated Dodik, the agency
included the Dodik-controlled
television network Alternativna
Televizija d.o.o. Banja Luka. The
network, however, continues to
operate channels on popular USbased platforms, including Meta,
Twitter, and Youtube.
OFAC has explicitly cited
corruption as the cause for its
Bosnian designations only against
Bosniak targets, and in one round
of sanctions against Dodik. Most
designations cite “destabilising
activities” as the primary reason,
rather than corruption. However,
the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State overseeing Western Balkans
policy, Gabriel Escobar, has said
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system of state capture.
Bosnian state capture
“Because of the Dayton structures,
One senior official at a major

and despite intense efforts by the

multilateral institution operating in

international community, the list of

Bosnia told Financial Crime Digest

political appointees has steadily

that he believes corruption is at

expanded, and there is almost no

the heart of all serious problems in

layer left of professional

the country, calling Bosnia “a

administration in Bosnia,” Latal

perfect example of a captured

said. "Even the position of a cook

state”, with ethno-nationalist

or cleaning lady in a public

leaders having effectively captured

institution or company is filled

the judiciary, legislature, and public

based first on ethnic group and

institutions.

then followed by political party."

"I think there is a tendency in the

Corruption investigations and

international community to turn a

prosecutions against Bosniak

blind eye to corruption and fulfil

officials have occasionally been

their mandate, which often

followed by US sanctions.

involves getting money out the

Corruption cases targeting RS

door", the official said.

officials, however, are few and far
between, with Dodik holding

The flow of funds into BiH is

significant sway over the judiciary

significant, including World Bank

and investigating bodies in RS. In

lending commitments to BiH by

one instance, Dodik was alleged to

the World Bank in 2022 totaling

have purchased a Belgrade villa in

$204 million, a major increase

2009 using a fictitious loan from

from $65 million in 2021 and $59

Nasa Banka (then known as

million in 2020. The US State

Pavlović International Bank).

Department reported that its

Although allegations were raised in

financial assistance to BiH in 2020

2016, Bosnian state prosecutors

totaled roughly $50 million. In April,

did not question the Bosnian Serb

the EU announced an additional

leader until this March.

€45 million in funding for BiH’s
Corridor Vc motorway

Further weakening US and UK

infrastructure project, bringing

sanctions is the inability to reach

total EU funding for that BiH

all European financial institutions,

project alone to over €500 million.

where BiH targets are said to
primarily do business. More

Latal, the BiH editor at BIRN, said

glaring is non-participation by EU

that, despite the deluge of western

nations, an absence which may

funding, wartime and post-war

undermine US efforts to combat
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corruption and maintain political

said that for the sanctions regime

particular to the support he enjoys

stability.

to expand its reach into the

in Budapest, and even indirectly

finances of RS leadership,

from Zagreb, it's fairly unlikely that

participation by Austria and Italy

he’s going to find himself on a

will be of paramount importance.

sanctions list in the EU anytime

European powers sitting out on
BiH sanctions
Experts said that US and UK
efforts are undercut by Bosnian
targets banking with European
financial institutions, while the EU
has so far refused to join them in
imposing designations.
“It is clear that American sanctions
don’t hit Dodik too hard, as neither
he nor other officials on the US
Treasury blacklist travel to the US
or hold money in American banks,”
Latal said.
Latal told Financial Crime Digest
that Dodik has paid millions of
dollars to US lobbying firms in an
effort to lighten the sanctions
against him, indicating that US
designations have made some
impact. “Dodik has reportedly had
some problems because a few
European banks that he’s dealing
with have blocked his accounts
due to their correspondent banking
relationships with US financial
institutions,” he said.
Requests for comment to Dodik’s
and Cvijanović’s offices were not
answered by the time of
publication.
US sanctions have spurred some
international response to
secessionist activity, such as the
German government’s halting of a
planned investment in RS. Latal
28

soon.”
“The main banks in Bosnia are
owned by Austrians and Italians,”

Some of the most significant

he said. “They would have a much

opposition to EU sanctions against

bigger impact on Dodik because

BiH targets, proposed in December

his son and others close to him

by German Foreign Minister Anna

are participating in a number of

Baerbock, has come from

EU-funded projects and the easiest

Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor

way to pass the message on to

Orbán. On the same day that

Dodik would be to put these

Orbán spoke out publicly against

people on a sanctions list.”

EU sanctions on a visit to Banja
Luka, he also announced a pledge

US and UK options for inflicting

of €100 million to support the RS

significant economic pain on their

entity as part of Hungary’s

Bosnian sanctions targets,

Responsible Neighbourhood

Mujanović said, could entail

policy. “That’s not an issue of

convincing certain European

coordination, it’s taking the

governments to cooperate with the

opposite view and actively

sanctions regimes. Additionally,

sponsoring the activities that the

the US could escalate sanctions to

Dodik government is undertaking,”

a scale mirroring the maximum

Mujanović said of Orbán’s

pressure campaign against Iran,

overture.

which contain legal provisions
rendering European financial

In addition to Hungarian

institution involvement with

obstruction of any unified EU

sanctioned targets untenable.

action to join the US and UK in
sanctioning BiH officials, Russian

Mujanović said that sanctions

influence in the RS entity has been

have lacked the financial impact

rising since 2014, according to

usually expected of such

Mujanović. Dodik also met with

designations due to the continued

Russian President Vladimir Putin in

refusal of the EU to join and

Moscow in December 2021 and in

enforce BiH sanctions.

June.

“What Dodik really fears,”

“The SNSD under Dodik and later

Mujanović said, “is serious

the HDZ began making aggressive

sanctions activities related to the

overtures to the Russians, and the

EU or individual European

Russians emerged as the leading

governments. But thanks in
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patrons, along with Serbia, of

last few years is being the spoiler

of successive US administrations,

secessionist activities,”

there. And for many years before

Bosnia has remained a pebble in

Mujanović said. Secessionist

they have boycotted any move of

the shoe of American foreign

activity under Dodik has taken

Bosnia towards Brussels."

policy.”

the form of creating a parallel
health ministry and judiciary.

Prior to the growing involvement

Reports have indicated that

of Russian political influence in

Russian-trained mercenaries were

BiH, Mujanović said that the

helping to establish a paramilitary

prevailing US foreign policy view in

david.shoup@aperio-

unit in RS.

the post-9/11 era was that Balkan

intelligence.com

Petritsch said that Russian
interests in the region primarily
involve acting as a force for further
destabilisation, including through
the Kremlin using its political
influence to engage in disruption.
"Putin knows that the Balkans is
not within reach for him,” he said.
"So what he has been doing for the

29

David Shoup, Associate Editor

stability is primarily the
responsibility of European powers.

Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial
Services Journalist

“The issue with this is Europe has
neither the capacities nor the

roger.hamilton-martin@aperio-

interest to deal with the scale of

intelligence.com

the issues in Bosnia,” Mujanović
said. “And there is the simple legal
fact that the Dayton Peace
Accords are an American
projection. So, despite the efforts
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SPEECHES

MAS Director discusses economy statistics,
crypto and financial sector sustainability
developments
labour market tightness, and the

vision of Singapore as an

“inflation story in Singapore is not

innovative and responsible digital

too different from the global story”.

asset hub”.

He further shows that import
prices facing Singapore have

Regarding the financial sector,

surged by 27 percent in May this

Menon showed that FinTech

year, compared to the same period

investments in Singapore hit in

last year, and around 80 percent of

2021 a high of $3.9 billion and

Monetary Authority of Singapore

this was attributed to higher oil

4,300 net jobs were created in

(MAS) Managing Director Ravi

and food prices.

financial services and FinTech. He

Menon stated during a 19 July

announced that MAS will soon

media conference on the MAS

On crypto regulation, Menon finds

release its annual sustainability

annual report that, globally,

that the focus to-date in Singapore

report on the progress recorded by

economic growth is “slowing but

and in most major jurisdictions

Singapore’s financial sector

remains intact” and that “inflation

has been on containing money

towards greater sustainability. The

was beginning to rise”, even

laundering and terrorist financing

report, Menon informed, will cover

before Russia’s invasion of

risks. Accordingly, most regulatory

initiatives to: (1) strengthen the

Ukraine. Menon also stated that

regimes today do not cover areas

financial sector’s resilience to

the crypto industry globally is

such as consumer protection,

climate risk; (2) develop a

evolving and regulation is still

market conduct, and reserve

sustainable finance ecosystem; (3)

catching up with industry trends,

backing for stablecoins. However,

build a climate-resilient Official

while the financial sector aims for

reviews and public consultations

Foreign Reserves portfolio

greater sustainability.

“are underway” internationally,

including targets to reduce the

according to Menon. He informs

weighted average carbon intensity

“The Russia-Ukraine war, COVID-19

that MAS will consult on proposed

of the equities portfolio; and (4)

pandemic, and US-China tensions

measures in the next few months

reduce MAS’ own carbon footprint,

have introduced new risks and

and will present its position on

including targets to reduce

uncertainties for financial markets

crypto risks and opportunities. “We

greenhouse gas emissions by

and institutions”, the MAS Director

will set out how our developmental

2030.

noted. Menon explains that the key

and regulatory approaches will

source of inflation pressure now in

work in harmony to achieve the

most advanced economies is

30
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UK Gambling Commission Executive Director
discusses latest trends in gambling

UK Gambling Commission (GC)

In addition, Miller further notes “the

that are defined as gambling

Executive Director Tim Miller

gamblification of other products

products are becoming

discussed on 6 July at the law

and forms of entertainment”, as

increasingly blurred.

firm CMS Cameron McKenna Llp

gambling operators aim to shift

conference the latest trends in

towards more entertainment

Miller also notes the role of the

land-based and online gambling.

focused business models, thus

Gambling Act Review, in a context

mitigating the tension between

marked by increasing international

Miller highlights signs of

gambling and non-gambling

expansion and technological

slowdown in online gambling as

products. Concurrently, he points

progress, which may involve

consumers return to pre-lockdown

to the fact that non-gambling

potential risks for customers. He

habits, with average slots session

brands are seeking ways to enter

also cites the guidance the

lengths dropping from 21 minutes

the gambling sector.

commission released in June,

in 2020/21 to 18 minutes this year.

providing details on indicators of

He adds that the four largest

While the commission has been

risks that require monitoring, and

gambling operator groups in the

warned against the risks

ways to assess customer

UK all have important international

associated with the gamblification

interactions.

footprints, while noting that risks

of products that currently are not

arising from the black market

regulated by gambling legislation,

require cross-jurisdictional

the boundaries between new

cooperation.

products, such as NFTs, crypto
and ‘synthetic shares’, and those

31
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FCA CEO Nikhil Rathi addresses future trends in
UK regulatory environment
UK Financial Conduct Authority

made in data and technology,

release of its Sustainability

(FCA) CEO Nikhil Rathi on 14 July

enabling authorities to scan

Disclosure requirements later in

delivered a speech at the

100,000 websites for fraud daily.

the year.

Peterson Institute for
International Economics
addressing opportunities to
adjust the UK’s regulatory
framework to respond to the
current challenges.
Rathi highlights the perspective of
deepened UK-US collaboration on
crypto-asset regulation and market
developments, including in relation
to stablecoins and the
exploration of central bank digital
currencies. He underscores the
significant investments the UK has

The FCA chief further cites the
recent announcement by the UK,
US and Singapore about the
launch of the International
Organisation of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO) task force
on decentralised finance and
crypto market integrity risks. On
the environmental, social and
governance (ESG) component, the
FCA notes its response on ESG
integration in capital markets,
which will be followed by the

Rathi states it supports the
regulation of ESG data and ratings,
which are “essential for enhancing
transparency and promoting
stronger governance”. As the
institution collaborates with HM
Treasury, it will support the
industry to develop and comply
with a voluntary conduct code,
based on IOSCO’s
recommendations.
FCA press release (14 July 20…

ECB's Elizabeth McCaul discusses the use of
artificial intelligence to fight financial crime
intelligence (AI) in fighting

obligations, she notes, machine

financial crime.

learning solutions support banks
to become more efficient in

McCaul cites the recently

conducting customer due

established Anti Financial Crime

diligence.

Digital Hub designed to pool
resources to fight money

In addition, the ECB official

European Central Bank (ECB)

laundering and terrorist financing

highlights the risk of bias in AI that

Supervisory Board member

(ML/TF) through innovative

may result in discriminatory

Elizabeth McCaul on 13 July

technologies and AI. As the

outcomes if not adequately

spoke at an event organised by

digitalisation of banks’ value

detected, monitored, and

Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A.

chains may trigger challenges for

mitigated. Furthermore, any

addressing the use of artificial

their know-your-customer

technology solution needs to rely
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on three components: a proper

“sufficient level of responsibility for

that co-legislators are considering

regulatory framework, sufficient

both direct supervision and

an independence-focused

supervisory monitoring, and a

supervisory oversight”, as different

approach for an AML authority.

comprehensive understanding by

national regulations present

The third key element consists of

users to limit any risks, McCaul

numerous challenges.

ensuring a harmonious

adds.

cooperation between AML/CFT
McCaul further points to the

and prudential supervisors, which

She highlights that Europe needs a

importance of creating

the ECB considers essential.

robust AML authority relying on a

supervisory teams with a strong

single rulebook. A credible

supervisory culture of

European AML authority needs a

independence, welcoming the fact

ECB press release (13 July 20…

BoE Deputy Governor Cunliffe discusses nature
of crypto-assets and related risks
should be designed in line with the

value to a fiat currency, almost

“same risk, same regulatory

always the US dollar”, Cunliffe

outcome” principle, he argues.

adds.

While technology can transform

The BoE official further highlights

the way financial risks are

that the technologies which have

managed and distributed across

been developing in the crypto

Bank of England (BoE) Deputy

the sector, it cannot fully eliminate

ecosystem are likely to further

Governor for Financial Stability

them, according to the BoE official.

grow in both the crypto

Sir John Cunliffe discussed on 12

He points to the case of financial

environment and the wider

July a set of lessons learned in

assets with no intrinsic value,

traditional financial system.

relation to crypto markets,

which are “only worth what the

including why technology cannot

next buyer will pay”. These assets

In line with guidance issued by the

prevent all financial risks, and

are thus highly volatile, “very

Bank of International Settlements’

ways in which regulations can

vulnerable to sentiment and prone

Committee on Payments and

support innovation.

to collapse”, Cunliffe notes.

Market Infrastructures (CPMI), the
objective of further regulations is

Cunliffe addresses the cascading

Supporters of crypto-assets like

to ensure that stablecoins achieve

impact of the widespread collapse

Bitcoin thus disregard the highly

the same level of risk mitigation

of crypto-asset valuations through

speculative and risky nature of

that is expected for payment

to the crypto ecosystem. As

these assets. As the “settlement

systems that are likely to become

Bitcoin has lost 70 percent of its

asset used in the majority of

of systemic scale.

value since last November,

crypto transactions is a so called

regulations around this sector

‘stablecoin’, digitally native cryptoassets that purport to peg their
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LEGISLATION

UK register of overseas entities comes into
force, critics warn of "flaws and loopholes"
Beginning with its enforcement date, 1 August, “legal
entities that are governed by the law of a country or
territory outside the United Kingdom” which already
own land in the UK are given 6 months to register with
CH, with the latter issuing an overseas entity ID which
can be shared with the Land Registry, making the
information publicly available. Any new purchaser is
required to register from 1 August.
The UK Register of Overseas Entities (Delivery,
Protection and Trust Services) Regulations 2022
were published on 25 July and aim to “root out
corrupt elites using UK property to launder their
illicit wealth”. The register, which became effective
on 1 August, requires anonymous foreign
companies owning or seeking to buy UK land to
report information on their true owners.
The register was introduced on 1 March as part of the
Economic Crime (Transparency and Enforcement) Bill,
which was subject to an expedited passage and
received royal assent on 15 March, in an effort by the
UK to provide an immediate response to Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine.
The National Crime Agency (NCA) estimates as much
as £100 billion a year is channeled through the UK via
illicit financing. “High volumes of criminal money
flowing through the UK results in a loss of confidence
in UK economy which has far reaching consequences
for us all”, the agency states. In its’ corporate plan
2022-2023, the Companies House (CH) stated that
the register is “an immediate national priority” and
that it will work with three UK land registries “at pace
to make sure this is implemented as soon as
possible”.
34

Overseas entities falling under the scope of the
regulations are required to take reasonable steps to
identify any registrable beneficial owners (RBOs), by
giving an information notice to any person that it
knows, or has reasonable cause to believe, is a RBO;
to register with CH and provide requisite information
about itself and its RBOs; and to update the register
on an annual basis.
RBOs are defined as individuals, legal entities or
government or public authorities which (1) hold
directly or indirectly over 25 percent of the shares or
voting rights; (2) have the right to appoint or remove a
majority of the board of directors; (3) have the right to
or does exercise significant control over the company;
and as any trustee of a trust, or member of a
partnership or unincorporated association meeting
any of the aforementioned criteria and having the
right to exercise significant influence over the
activities of the trust or entity.
The CH has published guidance providing further
detail about the registration process, including
information about who will be eligible to carry out
verification checks on registrable beneficial owners
(RBOs).
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According to the CH’s guidance, UK-regulated agents

UK sanctions, has allegedly “transferred properties

acting for overseas entities need to receive an agent

into irrevocable trusts in the names of members of his

assurance code from the CH, and are required to

family”.

conduct verification checks on beneficial owners and
managing officers of an overseas entity before being

The fines introduced for failing to comply with the

registered. The agent will need to be based in the UK

rules were also criticised, with Cullinane warning that

and supervised under the Money Laundering, Terrorist

they are “unlikely to pose much of a deterrent to the

Financing and Transfer of Funds Regulations 2017.

super-rich targets of the legislation”.

Once registered, overseas entities will be issued with
a CH ID number that they can provide to HM Land
Registry when applying to register a transaction. In its

Particularly, new offences and criminal
sanctions introduced include

own guidance, the Land Registry has indicated that it
will not start requesting CH ID numbers from
overseas entities until September.
Concerns were raised with regard to loopholes in the
new rules stemming from the fact that they require
the identification only of the beneficial owners of the
overseas entity, and not those of the land or property
itself.

Offences such as (1) failure to register as an
overseas entity within the transitional period; (2)
failure to provide information in response to a
section 12 or 13 notice; (3) failure to comply with a
Section 33 of the regulations notice to apply for
registration; and (4) making materially false
statements, penalized with an unlimited fine
and/or up to two years imprisonment

The Guardian cited Labour MP Margaret Hodge, who

Making a prohibited registrable disposition,

reportedly stated that “[t]he new register is riddled

penalized with an unlimited fine and/or five years

with flaws and loopholes that mean oligarchs and

imprisonment

organised criminals will still be able to evade scrutiny
and secretly purchase premium London property,
such as Highgate mansions or Kensington
townhouses”. She reportedly warned that “anything
less” than an open register including “the true owners
of UK land and property, not just of those owned by
companies” would demonstrate “once and for all that
this government is truly soft on dirty money”.

Failure to comply with the annual updating duty,
which requires entities to update the information
on their BO(s) annually, penalized with a daily
default fine of £2,500 until compliant
Failure to provide documents required to resolve
inconsistencies in the register, penalized with a
£2,500 fine

Furthermore, the paper reported that Director of
Public Policy at the Chartered Institute of Taxation
John Cullinane stated that individuals could “legally
sidestep” the regulations “by holding property or land
in the name of a nominee company” or family
members. He underlined the example of Russian
oligarch Alisher Usmanov, who, while being subject to
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OFAC sanctions Russian individuals and entities
over election interference, DOJ indicts FSB “cooptee” allegedly controlling US political groups
interests, as well as ensured

“information war unleashed by the

coverage of said activity in

West”.

Russian media outlets. In one
instance, Ionov is shown to have

OFAC also notes that Ionov is the

funded an all-expenses paid trip to

president and founder of the now-

Russia for the leader of the Florida

sanctioned Anti-Globalization

group in May 2015 with the

Movement of Russia (AGMR), an

The US Department of the

purpose of “communicating on

entity alleged to have recruited US

Treasury’s Office of Foreign

future cooperation”, which

political groups, and Ionov

Assets Control (OFAC)

concluded with Ionov assuming

Transkontinental, OOO, “which has

announced on 29 July sanctions

control over senior members of

a footprint in Iran, Venezuela, and

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

the group for the next seven years.

Lebanon”. English and Russian-

14024 targeting two individuals

This included funding protests

language website STOP-

and four entities over their

undertaken by the group,

Imperialism, which OFAC indicates

alleged role in “Russia’s attempts

monitoring and supporting the

is registered by Ionov himself and

to manipulate and destabilize the

political campaigns of two

listed as “information partner” on

United States and its allies and

members of the group, with one of

AGMR’s website, is also

partners, including Ukraine”. The

them advancing to the general

designated under EO 14024.

action is concomitant with the

election. Exchanges of e-mails

charging of Russia’s Federal

with FSB officers detailed in the

In response to the sanctions and

Security Service (FSB) “co-optee”

indictment show that Ionov

the indictment, Ionov posted

Aleksandr Viktorovich Ionov with

referred to the candidate as the

multiple messages on Facebook

exercising “direction and control”

one “whom we supervise”.

reading “I don't care about
sanctions. I love my country, my

over political groups in California,
Florida, and Georgia to “sow

Further, the indictment alleges

people and my president!”.

discord, spread pro-Russian

that, in the wake of Russia’s

Pointing out the fact that the

propaganda, and interfere in

invasion of Ukraine, Ionov

political groups and their members

elections”.

discussed the war via video

were not named in the indictment,

conference with the group, stating

Ionov stated “I consider these

According to an unsealed

that “anyone who supported

accusations destructive”.

indictment by the US District Court

Ukraine also supported Nazism

for the Middle District of Florida,

and white supremacy”. A report to

As part of the same action, OFAC

under FSB’s supervision, Ionov

the FSB cited by the indictment

is targeting the Center for Support

financially supported the political

allegedly shows Ionov as enlisting

and Development of Public

groups and coordinated their

the group to support Russia in the

Initiative Creative Diplomacy

action intended to further Russian
36
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president Natalya Valeryevna

reward of up to $10 million for

issues, reaching significant

Burlinova. OFAC states that the

information leading to the

numbers of Americans for

Russian government and its

identification or location of the

purposes of interfering with the US

intelligence services “direct and

Internet Research Agency LLC

political system, including the

fund” Burlinova and PICREADI.

(IRA), dubbed the “Russian troll

presidential election of 2016.

farm”, Yevgeniy Viktorovich

Without revealing their Russian

Prigozhin, and other linked Russian

association, they allegedly

entities and associates for their

“communicated with unwitting

engagement in US election

individuals associated with the

interference. A 16 February 2018

Trump Campaign [...] to seek to

indictment charging IRA along with

coordinate political activities”.

US State Secretary Antony Blinken
noted that the “action is separate
and distinct from the broad range
of measures” imposed by the US
and other members of the
international community against
Russia “in response to its unlawful
invasion of Ukraine”.
The sanctions come a day after
the State Department’s Rewards
for Justice programme launched a

13 Russian individuals and two
other organisations stated that,

OFAC press release

whilst posing as US persons, the
defendants operated social media
pages and groups addressing
“divisive” US political and social

Identifying information
Department of State press rele…

EU Parliament consents to EU sanctions
violations becoming EU crime
proposal to criminalise the

laundering, corruption,

violation of EU sanctions in May.

counterfeiting of means of
payment, computer crime and

The Parliament’s consent is to be

organised crime.

followed by the Council’s formal

The EU Parliament consented on
7 July to the draft EU Council
Decision (10287/1/2022) which
identifies the violation of EU
sanctions as an EU crime under
the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union (TFEU).
The EU Council requested on 30
June the Parliament’s consent,
following the EU Commission’s
37

decision. A unanimous decision

According to the Council, the aim

will then allow the adoption of a

of adding the violation of

directive containing minimum

restrictive measures to the EU

rules concerning the definition of

crimes list is to ensure a similar

criminal offences and penalties for

degree of sanctions enforcement

the violation of EU restrictive

throughout the EU and to dissuade

measures.

circumvention.

EU crimes listed in article 83 of the

EU Parliament resolution

TFEU include terrorism, trafficking
in human beings and sexual
exploitation of women and
children, illicit drug trafficking, illicit
arms trafficking, money

EU Council press release (30 J…
EU Commission proposal (25 …
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US publishes report on corrupt and
undemocratic actors in Guatemala, Honduras, El
Salvador and Nicaragua

The US Department of State

acts, harassment or intimidation

Agricultural Development Elmer

published on 20 July its Section

directed at governmental and non-

Jeovanny Ordonez Espinal, Juan

353 Corrupt and Undemocratic

governmental corruption

Ramon Maradiaga and Gonzalo

Actors report, which identifies 60

investigators.

Molina Solorzano; (5) Perla de los

individuals in Guatemala,

Angeles Baca, Chief Prosecutor in

Honduras, El Salvador and

Listed individuals include

Nicaragua’s Chinandega

Nicaragua who have allegedly

businessmen, judges, prosecutors,

Department.

been engaged in “actions that

lawyers, lawmakers and

undermine democratic processes

governmental and law

The report further identifies 13

and institutions, significant

enforcement officials, such as: (1)

Nicaraguan judges who allegedly

corruption, or obstruction of

Jose Rafael Curruchiche Cacul,

“undermined democratic

[corruption] investigations”.

current chief of the Guatemalan

processes or institutions” by

Listed individuals are prohibited

Public Ministry’s Office of the

playing a role in convicting

from entering the US.

Special Prosecutor Against

opposition leaders and activists.

Impunity; (2) Nery Oswaldo

Other listed individuals were

According to the report, the

Medina Mendez, magistrate of the

allegedly involved in corrupt

identified persons have “knowingly

Guatemalan Supreme Court of

activities related to certain public

engaged” in corruption related to

Justice; (3) El Salvador’s President

contracts concerning rural

public contracts, bribery and

Nayib Bukele's press secretary

development projects in Honduras.

extortion, the facilitation or

Jose Ernesto Sanabria and legal

transfer of proceeds associated

advisor Francisco Javier Argueta

The State Department’s

with corruption, including money

Gomez; (4) former officials of the

spokesperson Ned Price wrote in a

laundering, as well as in violent

Honduran National Bank for

Twitter post that the list “shines a
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light on those people who

Cecilia Coronada Alvarenga de

who allegedly facilitated the

undermine the rule of law and take

Figueroa was also listed

movement of cocaine through

the path of corruption”. Separately,
Secretary of State Antony Blinken
underlined that the US “will

Vitalina Orellana y Orellana and
Nery Oswaldo Medina Mendez,

Honduras in exchange for
bribes

current magistrates at

Yubelca del Carmen Perez

Nicaragua’s Supreme Court of

Alvarado, prosecutor in

Justice, who reportedly

Nicaraguan Public Prosecutor’s

participated in the “Parallel

Office headquarters in Mangua,

impunity”.

Commissions 2020” scheme

who allegedly “undermined

“to stack the Supreme Court

democratic processes or

Other listed individuals
include

and Appellate Courts with

institutions by bringing

corrupt judges”. Other listed

spurious charges in order to jail

individuals allegedly involved in

regime opponents in the leadup

the scheme include

to national elections”

continue to press for stronger
democratic governance, increased
rule of law, and transparency to
reduce corruption and combat

Rene Mario Figueroa Figueroa,
former El Salvadoran Public
Security Minister under the
administration of Elías Antonio

Guatemalan lawyer Dennis Billy
Herrera Arita and Third Criminal
Court judge Geisler Smaille

US State Department press rel…

Perez Dominguez

Section 353 Corrupt and Unde…

allegedly converted $3 million

Juan Carlos “El Tigre” Bonilla

Ned Price tweet

in public funds for his and his

Valladares, former director of

spouse’s personal use and

the Honduran National Police,

"Tony" Saca González. Figueroa

laundered these funds. His wife

UK Parliamentary committee publishes MP code
of conduct procedural protocol and proposed
final rules
The House of Commons Committee on Standards
on 4 July published a proposed Procedural Protocol
for handling Members of Parliament (MP) Code of
Conduct violations, accompanied by a report
offering final points of clarity to the proposed Guide
to the Rules.
Establishing a proposed protocol where all
procedures for MP conduct standards could be
condensed into a single parliamentary-approved
39
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document was recommended by Sir Ernest Ryder in

manner to benefit the foreign government or NGO

his system fairness review of the House of

financially or materially.

Commons and accepted by the Committee on
Standards on 24 May. In addition to compiling

Additionally, the proposed clarifications seek to widen

existing procedures into a single protocol guide, the

the lobbying exemption applying to Government

document also introduces a new MP appeals process

Ministers to include MPs who act as frontbench

relating to violations.

spokespersons for first and second largest opposition

The final clarifications report in relation to the
proposed Guide to the Rules include a proposed rule
clarification asserting that the “financial or material

parties when engaged in related proceedings. In a
press release, Committee on Standards Chair Chris
Bryant urges swift passage of the updated proposals.

benefit” conferred in the lobbying rules should be up
for narrow interpretation to exclude benefits that
apply to an entire sector. Additionally, the proposed

Parliamentary press release
Code of Conduct report

rules state that MPs accepting hospitality from
foreign governments or NGO may engage in

New guide to the rules report

proceedings which relate generally to that area of
focus if they declare the interest and do not act in a

OFAC designates Iranian oil and petrochemical
trade network
Among the sanctioned entities is

companies such as Persian Gulf

Iran-based Jam Petrochemical

Petrochemical Industry

Company, which allegedly

Commercial Company (PGPICC)

provided support to the designated

and Arya Sasol Polymer Company,

entity Iran Petrochemical

for onward shipment to China. The

Commercial Company (PCC)

company allegedly used Hong

through facilitating the use of front

Kong-based companies Lustro

The US Treasury’s Office of

companies and bank accounts in

Industry Limited and Oligei

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

order to conceal the shipment and

International Trading Co. Limited,

announced on 6 July the

sale of Iranian origin

which were also designated on the

designation pursuant to Executive

petrochemicals to China and the

same day, to conceal its

Order (EO) 13846 of an

Philippines.

involvement in the purchases and
to transfer “millions of dollars” for

international network of
individuals and entities allegedly

Separately, OFAC designated

involved in the illicit sale and

United Arab Emirates-based Edgar

shipment of Iranian petroleum

Commercial Solutions FZE, which

In addition to the aforementioned

and petrochemical products to

reportedly purchased and

entities, OFAC also targeted UAE-

East Asian countries.

exported petrochemical products

based Ali Almutawa Petroleum

from multiple sanctioned Iranian

and Petrochemical Trading LLC.
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Ali Almutawa was used “to send

behalf of Naftiran Intertrade

the designation pursuant to EO

and receive tens of millions

Company Limited (NICO), the

13846 of five additional

of dollars’ worth of payments

Swiss subsidiary of the National

companies allegedly involved in

related to the sale and purchase of

Iranian Oil Company. Sanchuli

supporting the illegal sale and

Iranian petroleum products,

reportedly served as the

shipment of Iranian petroleum and

including gasoline and

representative of UAE-based

petrochemical products. Targeted

naphtha”. As part of the same

companies Petrogat FZE and

entities include (1) Vietnam-based

action, OFAC also sanctioned UAE-

Emerald Global FZE, which were

Truong Phat Loc Shipping Trading

based Ptrokick LLC, one of Ali

also targeted on the same day for

JSC; (2) Singapore-based Everwin

Almutawa’s customers, which

having materially assisted,

Ship Management Pte. Ltd and (3)

allegedly assisted and provided

sponsored, or provided financial,

Iran-based Zagros Tarabaran-E

financial and material support to

material or technological support

Arya, Persian Gulf Star Oil

listed Iranian oil refining company

for NICO. The latter was

Company and East Ocean Rashin

Behran Oil Co.

sanctioned in November 2008

Shipping Co. Ltd.

Iranian nationals Morteza
Rajabieslami and Mahdieh
Sanchuli were also designated.
The two individuals allegedly
partnered to export Iranian crude
oil and petrochemical products on

pursuant to EO 13599 for being
owned or controlled by the Iranian

OFAC press release

government.
OFAC SDN List update

On the same day, the US
Department of State announced

State Department press release

EU adopts seventh package of sanctions against
Russia
extends the list of controlled
items and the existing port

Designated individuals include

access ban to locks. Additionally,

members of the state and

the EU Council designated 54

provincial Dumas, local politicians,

individuals and 10 entities.

military leaders and staff, officials
appointed in Russia-occupied

The sanctions are imposed

Ukrainian territories, members of

The Council of the European

pursuant to Council Regulation

the nationalist motorcycle club

Union announced on 21 July the

(EU) 2022/1269, Council

Nightwolves MC, which was also

adoption of its seventh sanctions

Implementing Regulation (EU)

designated, propagandists and

package in response to Russia’s

2022/1270, Council Decision

Russian businesspersons. Among

military aggression against

(CFSP) 2022/1271, Council

those designated are: (1) Moscow

Ukraine, which includes new

Decision (CFSP) 2022/1272,

Mayor Sergey Semyonovich

prohibitions on the purchase,

Council Regulation (EU)

Sobyanin; (2) governor of the

import or transfer of Russian

2022/1273 and Council Decision

Kemerovo region Sergey

origin gold and jewellery and

(CFSP) 2022/1276.

Evgenievich Tsivilev; (3) First
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Deptuty Director of the Russian

commander of the National

“strictly necessary” to ensure

Federal Security Service Sergei

Defence Forces in the city of

access to judicial, administrative

Borissovich Korolev; (4) Oleg

Suqaylabiyah; (4) Simon Al Wakil,

or arbitral proceedings in an EU

Kryuchkov, spokesperson for the

commander of the National

member state are also allowed.

Russian occupation authority in

Defence Forces in the city of

Council Decision (CFSP)

Crimea and advisor to the Head of

Maharda; (5) Fawaz Mikhail

2022/1271 expands the scope of

Crimea and (5) Andrey Removich

Gerges and Yasar Hussein

the ban on accepting deposits to

Belousov, Russia’s First Deputy

Ibrahim, executives of Al-Sayyad

include those from legal persons,

Prime Minister.

Company for Guarding and

entities or bodies based in third

Protection Services Ltd. The latter

countries and majority-owned by

entity was also sanctioned.

Russian national or natural

Sanctioned entities are: (1)
Russian financial institution PJSC
Sberbank; (2) nationalist
motorcycle club Nightwolves MC;
(3) shipment services company
Avlita Stevedoring Company; (4)
the Alexander Gorchakov Public
Diplomacy Fund; (5) Russia’s
Federal Agency for the
Commonwealth of Independent
States Affairs, Compatriots Living
Abroad and International
Humanitarian Cooperation; (6) the
Russkiy Mir Foundation; (7)
defence company JSC Research
and Production Association Kvant;
(8) engineering services company
Fross Group and (9) Russian
paramilitary organisation AllRussia “Young Army” Military
Patriotic Social Movement.
Separately, designated persons
allegedly involved in the
recruitment of Syrian mercenaries
to fight in Ukraine alongside
Russian troops include: (1)
Muhammad Al-Salti, commanderin-chief of the Palestine Liberation
Army; (2) Abu Hani Shammout,
former Syrian military officer and
leader of the al-Ahdat al-Omariya
faction; (3) Nabeul Al-Abdullah,
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persons residing in Russia.
The EU Council introduces a
derogation from the asset freeze

Additionally, the Decision extends

and the prohibition to make funds

the exemption from the prohibition

and economic resources available

to engage in transactions with

to designated banks, where such

certain state-owned entities to

operations are necessary for the

transactions from agricultural

prevention or mitigation of events

products and the supply of oil and

which could have a “serious and

petroleum products to third

significant” effect on human health

countries.

and safety and the environment,
as well as for the purchase, import

Concurrently, Council Regulation

or transport of agricultural and

(EU) 2022/1273 introduces an

food products, including wheat

obligation for designated

and fertilisers. The derogation also

individuals and entities to report

applies “for the orderly wind-down

until 1 September 2022 or within

of operations, including banking

six weeks from the date of their

relations” with Sberbank.

listing, any funds or economic
resources belonging to, owned,

As part of the package, the EU

held or controlled by them within

made several clarifications to

the jurisdiction of an EU member

existing measures, particularly

state. The concerned persons

with respect to public

must report such circumstances

procurement, aviation and justice.

to the national competent

Therefore, the sharing of technical

authority where those funds or

assistance with Russia for aviation

economic resources are located.

goods and technology is now
permitted, to safeguard the

EU Council press release I

technical industrial standard
setting process of the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).
Separately, transactions which are

EU Council press release II
EC press release (15 July)
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US House of Representatives approves bill
targeting enablers of financial crime
legislation, was included in June in

another person; certain trusts and

the NDAA. The Act amends the

company service providers;

Bank Secrecy Act. US

certified public accountants and

Representative and Enablers Act

public accounting firms; persons

co-sponsor Joe Wilson stated at

engaged in the business of public

that time that it “is a common

relations.

sense, due diligence requirement
that will save taxpayers money”.

Moreover, under the Enablers Act,
the Financial Crimes Enforcement

The Enablers Act was introduced

Network must establish a task

in October 2021, in the wake of the

force to develop a strategy to

Pandora Papers investigation,

impose AML safeguards and

which is a collaboration between

enforce requirements on certain

The US House of Representatives

the International Consortium of

professions. In addition, pursuant

approved on 14 July as part of

Investigative Journalists, the

to the bill, domestic title insurance

the must-pass defence spending

Washington Post and other media

companies must obtain, maintain

bill the Establishing New

organisations. The investigation

and report to the Department of

Authorities for Businesses

revealed how the global elite

the Treasury information on the

Laundering and Enabling Risks to

conceal their wealth in tax havens

beneficial owners of entities that

Security (Enablers) Act. The

that increasingly include the US.

purchase or sell residential or
commercial real estate in

National Defense Authorization
Act for Fiscal Year 2023 (NDAA),

The bill expands the reporting of

transactions involving the

which is an annual congressional

suspicious transactions to, inter

domestic title insurance company.

bill, passed with 329 votes to

alia, persons who provide

101.

investment advice for

Roll call 350

compensation; persons who trade
The Enablers Act, which is a

in works of art, antiques or

significant update to US anti-

collectibles; attorneys, law firms, or

money laundering (AML)

notaries involved in financial or
related activity on behalf of
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UK introduces new economic, trade and
transport sanctions on Belarus

The UK introduced on 5 July the

disinformation about Russia’s

On trade sanctions, the UK

Republic of Belarus (Sanctions)

invasion of Ukraine; (2) other

introduces a ban on the export,

(EU Exit) (Amendment)

actions undermining or

supply, delivery, making available

Regulations 2022, which amend

threatening peace, security or

and transfer of dual-use items for

the Republic of Belarus

stability in Europe; and (3)

any purpose to Belarus. Moreover,

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations

obtaining a benefit

the export, supply, delivery, making

2019 and introduce new financial,

from/supporting the Belarusian

available of certain luxury goods is

trade and transport sanctions on

government through carrying on a

prohibited.

Belarus.

relevant business activity.
Other trade measures include: (1)

Under the amendments, the

Furthermore, existing prohibitions

widening the existing prohibitions

powers for designation are

on dealing with financial

on petroleum products to include a

expanded through the addition of a

instruments and providing loans

greater range of oils and other

power to designate persons by

are extended to a broader range of

products; (2) prohibiting the import

description. The criteria for

transferable securities, money

of iron and steel products which

designation was expanded to

market instruments, loans and

are consigned from or originate in

include: (1) conduct destabilising

credit including extending the

Belarus; (3) prohibiting the export,

Ukraine or undermining or

prohibitions to all Belarusian

supply, delivery, making available

threatening the territorial integrity,

entities. Providing financial

and transfer of critical industry

sovereignty or independence of

services relating to foreign

goods and technology (and related

Ukraine, including by supporting or

exchange reserve and asset

services), quantum computing and

facilitating Russia’s actions in

management of the Central Bank

advanced materials-related goods

respect of Ukraine, in particular by

of Belarus and the Ministry of

and technology (and related

providing logistical support to the

Finance of Belarus and related

services), and oil refining goods

Russian army, or by spreading

persons is also prohibited.
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and technology (and related

designated person, and is banning

they are a specified ship is

services); (4) prohibiting the import

aircraft owned, chartered or

prohibited.

of a wider range of potash

operated by a designated person,

products (and related services); (5)

or a person connected with

In relation to the Belarus sanctions

prohibiting the provision of

Belarus, or registered in Belarus

regime, the Office of Financial

technical assistance to ships to, or

from overflying or landing in the

Sanctions Implementation issued

for the benefit of a designated

UK. Additionally, the new

two general licences (GLs). GL

person/entity in Belarus; (6)

measures provide the power to

INT/2022/1976232 allows until 4

prohibiting the provision of

detain aircraft operated by a

August for a person to provide

technical assistance, armed

designated person, a person

financial services for the purpose

personnel, financial services or

connected with Belarus or aircraft

of winding down any derivatives,

fund or brokering services where

registered in Belarus.

repurchase, and reverse

such provisions enables or

repurchase transactions entered

facilitates the conduct of military

Certain Belarus-connected ships,

prior to 5 July 2022 involving the

activities by the Belarusian military

and other ships specified by the

National Bank of Belarus, the

or other military end-users

Secretary of State, are prohibited

Ministry of Finance of Belarus; and

connected with Belarus.

from entering ports in the UK, and

the persons set out in regulation

they may be detained at ports or

15CA c to d of the Belarus

Exceptions in relation to the new

be required to leave or enter

Regulations. GL

trade provisions are outlined for

specified ports, proceed to a

INT/2022/1976332 allows for a 7-

travellers, diplomatic posts,

specified place or remain where

day wind down period for certain

international organisations,

they are. The provision of technical

loans and transferable securities

consumer communication devices

assistance relating to ships to, or

and money market instruments as

and software, and for

for the benefit of a designated

defined by Regulation 15A (2C)).

emergencies.

person is prohibited as well. At the
same time, the registration of

Regarding transport sanctions, the

ships when they are owned,

UK is prohibiting the future

controlled, chartered or operated

registration of aircraft owned,

by a designated person or persons

chartered or operated by a

connected with Belarus, or when
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GUIDANCE

HMRC approves updated guidance on AML
obligations for art market participants

The UK HM Revenue and

keeping appropriate records of

include such agents, auction

Customs (HMRC) approved on 12

CDD and of transactions, report

houses and valuers, indicates that

July the British Art Market

suspicious transactions to the

most fines were prompted by

Federation’s updated guidance on

National Crime Agency, and

failure to register with HMRC in a

anti-money laundering for UK art

appoint a nominated officer and

timely manner. The highest fine

market participants (AMPs), as

compliance officer.

imposed amounted to £52,000

defined by the Money Laundering,

and targeted Bond Wolfe Auctions

Terrorist Financing and Transfer

According to the regulations,

Limited EAB on said grounds, with

of Funds (Information on the

failure to comply with the

no appeal lodged.

Payer) Regulations 2017 (MLRs).

obligations can result in fines,
prohibitions on managing the

However, Essex-registered Lloyds

Beginning with 10 January 2020,

business and even criminal

Property Group Limited EAB, which

AMPs dealing in sales, purchases

prosecution with custodial

operates in Dorset, is an example

and/or storage of works of art

sentences. HMRC is reported to

of one of the firms which received

valued at €10,000 or more, are

have begun issuing fines to non-

a fine (of £15,000) for “failures in

subject to further anti-money

compliant firms, with over 30

carrying out risk assessments,

laundering (AML) obligations,

agents and property firms being

having the correct policies controls

including registering with HMRC,

reprimanded by HMRC in 2021-

and procedures, conducting due

establishing an AML policy,

2022.

diligence and timing of

conducting AML trainings for

verification”.

personnel, carrying out customer

A 16 May HMRC corporate report

due diligence (CDD) before

providing information on fines to

The term ‘work of art’ is strictly

concluding a transaction and

non-compliant entities, which

defined in the Value Added Tax Act
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1994 section 21(6) to (6B) and

shareholder or partner over the

the work of art, whilst in the case

includes a painting, drawing,

€10,000 threshold. The Money

of a dealer taking a work of art for

collage, decorative plaque or

Laundering and Terrorist Financing

sale on consignment, the

similar picture; an original

(Amendment) (No. 2) Regulations

customers will be both the seller

engraving, lithograph or other print;

2022 were published on 21 July

and the buyer.

an original sculpture or statuary; a

and are expected to come into

sculpture cast; a tapestry or other

force on 1 September.

hanging; a ceramic; an enamel on

Community manager for the art
market due diligence platform

copper; or a photograph. The

The updated guidance prepared by

Arcarta Rebecca Davidson-Mora is

definition excludes technical

the British Art Market Federation

reported to have stated that the

drawings, maps or plans, any

provides an overview of the

fines represent part of “a long line

picture comprised in a

legislation and instructions on

of challenges” for galleries, and

manufactured article that has

each obligation, which are of direct

indicated that Arcarta has decided

been hand-decorated, as well as

relevance to senior management

“to offer complimentary, one-to-

antiques, such as furniture, early

and nominated officers of firms.

one 45-minute assessments for

automobiles, and collectors’ items,

Notably, it provides clarifications

galleries to check they are on

such as coins, ethnographic items

for the definitions of ‘intermediary’

track”. She noted that many

and stamp collections.

and ‘customer’, which impact

galleries have expressed concern

know-your-customer and CDD

that they are “ill-equipped for what

Following a consultation aimed at

obligations, as well as an

is heading their way”.

amending the MLRs launched in

explanation of how overseas or

July 2021, HMRC amended the

non-UK AMPs may register. For

definition of AMPs to explicitly

instance, the ‘customer’ in a

exclude from its scope artists who

transaction involving an AMP who

sell their own works of art as an

is an art dealer selling their own

individual or through a company or

stock will be the person, or other

partnership where they are a

AMP, who is paying the dealer for

Guidance on Anti-Money Laun…
The Money Laundering and Te…
Government response to the c…

Financial regulators in the US remind banks not
to generalise when determining risk

US financial regulators released a
joint statement on 6 July
47

reiterating their position that

Relevant businesses should

each customer relationship

conduct ongoing monitoring for

should be analysed on its own

the purpose of reporting

during the due diligence process

suspicious transactions and

rather than financial institutions

maintain and update information

resorting to previous

in accordance with the determined

assessments in determining risk

risk. The agencies underscore that

level.

similar customers do not
necessarily present a uniform risk,
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with the statement emphasising

The joint statement is signed by

more individuals and businesses

that banks should refrain from

the Federal Reserve System Board

alleged to support the regime in

presuming that some clients

of Governors, the Federal Deposit

Moscow and its allies, such as the

automatically present high risks of

Insurance Corporation, the

administration of Belarus.

money laundering, terrorist

Financial Crimes Enforcement

financing or other financial crimes.

Network, the National Credit Union

According to the media outlet, as

Administration, and the Office of

the risk of secondary sanctions

the Comptroller of the Currency.

looms, firms show reticence in

The regulators’ expectation is that
financial institutions apply a risk-

dealing with Russia-connected

based approach to determining

The joint statement comes after

individuals and businesses even

the potential hazards for each

recent concerns raised in May by a

on the topic of compliance with

customer relationship. The joint

Big Four partner in an exchange

restrictive measures.

statement goes further in

with the Financial Times about

recommending that banks do not

engaging with Russian clients.

refuse services outright to would-

Governments across the world

be clients based on perceived

have intensified restrictive

risks.

measures since Russia’s
unjustified invasion of Ukraine in

Joint statement
OCC press release
NCUA

late February, targeting more and

FATF issues guidance on risk-based approach
for the real estate sector
the current international context. Indicating
previous findings of its assessments, the FATF
warns that the real estate sector “often has poor
understanding” of the money laundering/terrorist
financing (ML/TF) risks and “regularly fails to
mitigate them”.
The updated guidance follows a consultation
conducted by the FATF between 7 March and 22 April,
wherein stakeholders indicated the need for greater
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) published on
26 July guidance for a risk-based approach (RBA)
for the real estate sector aimed at supporting the
implementation of FATF standards for the entire
sector, indicating good practices in the design and
implementation of effective RBA, and adapting the
previous guidance to new and emerging threats and
48

clarity in terms of the RBA’s applicability to the real
estate sector.
The respondents also called for “a de facto and more
effective” implementation of the FATF RBA generally,
as well as for the FATF recommendations 22 and 23
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on customer due diligence (CDD) for designated non-

ownership, particularly taking place within a short

financial businesses and professions to be applied to

period prior to closing the transaction.

broader real estate activities such as property
development, leasing and others not currently falling

According to the FATF, as part of their customer due

under the scope of the recommendations.

diligence processes, real estate businesses should

Underlined vulnerabilities facing the real estate sector,
particularly in the current international context,
include the use of anonymous companies and
gatekeepers, the purchase of luxury real estate, the
exploitation by politically exposed persons, and the
use of virtual assets to launder the proceeds of crime,
according to the regulator.
The guidance indicates that real estate professionals
should conduct a risk assessment aimed to identify
primary risk categories related to the origin of the
involved legal and natural persons, including
geographical factors such as the areas of operation,
the countries identified as high-risk for ML/TF, and the
countries subject to sanctions, arms embargoes or
other similar international measures.
In addition, the assessment should be focused on
customer risk including increased attention to any
additional parties in a transaction and any underlying
beneficial owners. The FATF notes that the use of
complex legal structures should be of particular
concern, due to their ability to obscure beneficial
ownership. “The growing prevalence of these private
investors and the accompanying corporate and legal
entities used to facilitate their investment activities
often makes it difficult for real estate agents to form
an accurate picture of the parties seeking to buy or
sell real estate”, the FATF warns.
On transactions, the methods of financing and
delivery channels should be thoroughly evaluated, the
regulator stresses. Particular care should be taken in
relation to, inter alia, multiple properties being sold or
purchased, re-sold or exchanged at the same time or
successive transactions of the same property in a

gather and asses all relevant information to ensure
that the business (1) is able to verify the identity of
every customer and those purporting to act on their
behalf; (2) has taken all sufficient measures to
determine the identity of the beneficial owner; (3) fully
understands the client’s background, circumstances
and business, “such as the expected nature of
transactions, including their ad-hoc nature”; and (4)
fully understands the source of funds.
The guidance specifically emphasises the need for
training and awareness that real estate professionals
need to effectively implement anti-money laundering
and countering the financing of terrorism
requirements.
Supervisors and self-regulatory bodies (SRBs) are
recommended to ensure adequate powers to monitor
activity and impose appropriate sanctions where
necessary. The FATF recommends supervisors and
SRBs to “continuously assess” whether new
investigative tools, such the unexplained wealth order
(UWO) applicable in the UK or the geographic target
order (GTO) used by the US, should be implemented
to enhance the overall ability to identify, assess, and
mitigate ML/TF risk.
Furthermore, in supervising the implementation of the
RBA, supervisors are recommended to consider
securing and allocating adequate resources,
conducting a regular review and ensuring effective
enforcement, including remediation, proportionate
and dissuasive sanctions.
FATF press release
Guidance for risk-based approach for the real estate…

short period of time with unexplained changes in
value, as well as to sudden or unexplained changes in
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UK issues red alert on Russian sanctions
evasion typologies

The UK National Crime Agency
(NCA) and the UK Office of
Financial Sanctions
Implementation (OFSI) issued on
12 July a red alert which aims to
provide information from law
enforcement and the legal and
financial services sectors with
respect to common techniques
used by Russian elites and their
UK enablers to evade financial
sanctions.
The paper warns about designated
persons (DPs) transferring assets
and funds to jurisdictions where
Russia-related sanctions have not
been imposed, such as the United
Arab Emirates (UAE),Türkiye,
China, Brazil, India and some
former Soviet countries. The
regulators note that, in order to
move the funds, DPs will seek
alternative payment methods,
including through crypto-assets,
which are often used to evade
sanctions and “mitigate reduced
access to the SWIFT payment
system”.

The report draws particular

include beneficial ownership (BO)

attention to enablers of sanctions

changes to DPs’ corporate

evasion and associated money

structures to non-Russian or dual

laundering, noting that key

national family members or

professions involved in such

associates prior to, or shortly after

offences include, inter alia,

sanctions become effective, as

barristers, solicitors, accountants,

well as multiple BO changes

investment advisors, wealth

coinciding with new designations.

managers, payment processors

Frozen asset transfers could also

and private equity, trust and

be indicated by the use of trust

company service providers

arrangements or corporate

(TCSPs), as well as estate agents

structures, such as shell

or private family offices.

companies, circular ownership
structures, or DPs’ family

Key indicators for detecting

members or associates operating

enablers include, among others:

as persons with significant control.

(1) the use of banks and financial

Similarly, UK regulators warn about

organisations owned by close

changes of ownership information

contacts of the DPs, or TCSPs

or divesting investments by golden

offering nominees and trustee

passports or golden visas holders,

services to DPs or their family

as well as about changes

members or business associates;

concerning some Russian entities’

(2) multiple transfers of shares

names and addresses prior to the

from designated to non-

invasion of Ukraine.

designated entities involving
corporations incorporated by the

The paper further notes that

same individuals of company; (3)

indicators of suspicious payments

intelligence indicating suspicious

could include transactions by

invoices for consulting services “at

holding companies associated

exorbitant […] rates”, or materials

with DPs with Swiss bank

on open source indicating work for

accounts or legal persons based in

several designated entities; (4)

the British Virgin Islands or Cyprus,

substantial personal connections

as well as payments received by

between a DP and a known

UK-based business, particularly

enabler.

FinTechs or electronic money
institutes, which are partly owned

Other indicators for detecting
frozen asset transfers could
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involved in “major trade-based

structures and to seek advice from

flag for complicity and potential

money laundering schemes”.

OFSI regarding potential

breach or circumvention offences.

Relevant firms are recommended
to conduct enhanced due diligence
(EDD) verifications on high-risk
clients and complex corporate

suspicious activity or on aspects
related to aggregation of

NCA press release

ownership. Moreover, firms should
regard a failure to undertake

Red alert

appropriate due diligence as a red

EC issues guidance on transit of goods from
Russia
“monitoring the two-way trade flows between the
noncontiguous parts of the Russian Federation”.
Similarly, member states should assess whether there
are any “unusual flows or trade patters” which could
raise sanctions evasion suspicions, including any
changes in the transit volumes compared to
estimates of the last three years.
On the same day, the US Department of State stated
that it “welcome[s] the announcement by the EU
The European Commission (EC) published on 13
July a guidance on the implementation of EU
restrictive measures concerning Russia, which
clarifies that the transit of sanctioned goods by road
with Russian operators is prohibited within the EU
territory. The prohibition does not cover rail
transport.
According to the guidance, the ban is not applicable to
the transport of goods in transit through the EU
between Kaliningrad Oblast and Russia, provided that
such activity is not otherwise prohibited by Council
Regulation (EU) 833/2014. However, the transit of
sanctioned military and dual-use goods and
technology, as defined by Regulation (EU) 2021/821,

making clear how its member states will implement
economic sanctions on Russia with respect to
Kaliningrad. […] There is not now and there never has
been a so-called blockade of Kaliningrad”.
Commenting on the EC’s guidance, the Russian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ spokesperson Maria
Zakharova stated that “the decision that lifts the
restrictions on certain types of goods carried by rail is
a sign of realism and common sense”. She added that
“Russian representatives will closely monitor the
implementation of these steps by the EU”.
European Commission press release
European Commission guidance

is prohibited in all cases.
US Department of State press release

The EC calls on member states to prevent all forms of
circumvention of EU restrictive measures, including by
51
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

International community condemns Myanmar
executions, UN Special Rapporteur calls for
sanctions
junta’s actions. They call for an

Consensus “to seek peace through

“immediate and firm response by

dialogue, not further violence”.

member states” of the UN.
Furthermore, UN human rights

“The regime’s sham trials and

chief Michelle Bachelet reiterated

these executions are blatant

her call to Myanmar’s neighbours

attempts to extinguish

and to the wider international

democracy”, US Secretary of State

The UN Secretary-General

community to hold the military

Antony Blinken also stated.

strongly condemned on 25 July

accountable to its commitments

the executions carried out by the

under international law.

Reuters reports that Andrews
stated during an interview that the

Myanmar military against
political activists Phyo Zeya

Since the 1 February 2021 military

UN Security Council (UNSC)

Thaw, Kyaw Min Yu (Ko Jimmy),

coup, 117 people, including two

should “pass a strong resolution of

Hla Myo Aung and Aung Thura

children, have been sentenced to

not only condemnation, but clear

Zaw. The executions, the first

death. Over 11,500 people remain

strategic action, sanctions,

conducted since 1988 in

in detention for opposing the

economic sanctions and arms

Myanmar, add to the “already dire

military.

embargo”. He also reportedly
noted that the UNSC should refer

human rights environment” in the
country. The Secretary-General

The EU and other members of the

the case to the International

reiterates his call for the

international community joined in

Criminal Court.

immediate release of all

condemning the junta’s

arbitrarily detained prisoners,

“reprehensible acts that show that

The UNSC echoed the Secretary-

including President Win Myint

the military authorities have no

General’s condemnation of the

and State Counsellor Aung San

respect for the life or dignity of the

executions and the call for the

Suu Kyi.

very people they are supposed to

immediate release of all arbitrarily

protect”. A joint statement by the

detained prisoners, as well as

The UN Special Rapporteur on the

EU High Representative and the

ASEAN’s call for action to

situation of Human Rights in

foreign ministers of Australia,

implement the Five Point

Myanmar Tom Andrews and the

Canada, Japan, New Zealand,

Consensus. It further urges

UN Special Rapporteur on

Norway, South Korea, the UK and

dialogue, reconciliation, the

extrajudicial summary or arbitrary

the US further urge the regime to

cessation of violence, respect for

execution Morris Tidball-Binz

fulfil its obligations under the

human rights and rule of law and

condemned on the same day the

Association of Southeast Asian

ensuring humanitarian access.

Nations’ (ASEAN) Five-Point
52
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Similar calls were made on 28 July

rejecting “in the strongest terms”

many innocent civilians”, the

by the G7 foreign ministers. They

the statements issued “by certain

Ministry notes. It also cautions

describe the executions as proof

countries and

that such comments “on the

of “the junta’s contempt for the

regional/international

Myanmar government’s legal

unwavering democratic

organisations”. The statement

actions” could amount to

aspirations of the people of

recalls that the death sentences

“interfering” with “the internal

Myanmar” and express “deep

were carried out pursuant to the

affairs of the country and indirectly

concern” over the political,

country’s Penal Code and the

abetting terrorism”.

economic, social, humanitarian

Counter-Terrorism Law. The four

and human rights situation in the

“were found to be guilty of

country.

masterminding, arranging and
committing brutal and inhumane

On 26 July, Myanmar’s Foreign

terror acts and murders which

Ministry issued a statement

have resulted in the deaths of

UN Secretary-General statement
Andrews and Tidball-Binz stat…
Bachelet statement

Switzerland faces OECD visit if anti-corruption
reforms are not adopted
The anti-bribery group says it will

March 2020, with all other similar

conduct a high-level visit to

legislative initiatives to date having

Switzerland in December unless

failed.

the country takes “concrete steps”
to enhance its fight against foreign

Additionally, the Working Group

bribery in the meantime.

expresses “equal concern” that
Switzerland is not considering

The Organisation for Economic

In its December 2011 Phase 3

increasing the statutory maximum

Co-operation and Development's

evaluation report, the Working

fine for companies convicted of

(OECD) Working Group on Bribery

Group recommended that

foreign bribery, which is currently

said on 20 July that it is “highly

Switzerland “promptly adopts

set at CHF5 million (approximately

concerned” that Switzerland has

protections for private sector

£4.3 million). The Working Group

not adopted “longstanding”

whistleblowers”. It called on Swiss

indicates that the current

legislative reforms aimed at

authorities to establish an efficient

maximum fine “undermines

addressing anti-corruption

regulatory framework to

satisfactory implementation of

recommendations on protecting

compensate and protect private

corporate liability” in the country.

whistleblowers and increasing

sector employees reporting

the maximum fine for convicted

suspicions of foreign bribery “from

According to the Phase 4

companies from previous

any discriminatory or disciplinary

evaluation conducted by the OECD

evaluations.

action”. A draft law intended to

in 2018, Switzerland has a

address the recommendation was

“leading, and sometimes dominant

rejected by the Swiss Parliament in

position in a number of the
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economic sectors that not only

Equatorial Guinea, and South

requiring “country by country

play a key role in its economy but

Sudan for “preferential access to

reporting from Swiss extractive

also expose it to relatively acute

oil”.

companies, requiring the use of an

risks of foreign bribery”.

updated Legal Entity Identifier for
In 2018, Tax Justice Network’s

some financial market operators

A recent example is Swiss-based

(TJN) financial secrecy index

and making some partial

commodities company Glencore

ranked Switzerland’s financial

improvements in its banking

International AG and its

system as the second “most

secrecy practices”, according to

subsidiaries pleading guilty to

corrupt” in the world, with the TJN

the TJN.

corruption charges in the US, UK

attributing the outcome to "a

and Brazil. The company agreed to

complex offshore banking industry

pay over $1 billion to settle

and particularly strict secrecy

allegations of bribing foreign

laws". In 2022, the same index

officials to obtain access to oil and

ranked Switzerland second, but

make illegal profit. The corporation

highlighted that it reduced its

is alleged to have bribed officials in

financial secrecy by 17 percent.

Nigeria, Cameroon, Ivory Coast,

This was accomplished by

OECD press release
OECD Phase 3 evaluation repo…
OECD Phase 4 evaluation repo…

UK government announces measures to tackle
SLAPPs
In March, the Ministry of Justice

UK Deputy Prime Minister,
Justice Secretary and Lord
Chancellor Dominic Raab
announced on 20 July a package
of measures that take aim at socalled ‘Strategic Lawsuits Against
Public Participation’ (SLAPPs).
The measures include a new
mechanism to allow courts to
strike out meritless cases quicker
and a cap on costs to prevent the
“mega-rich” from using
expensive litigation as a weapon
to silence their critics.
54

launched an urgent call for

“We won’t let those bankrolling

evidence in response to the

Putin exploit the UK’s legal

challenges presented by the

jurisdiction to muzzle their critics.

increasing use of SLAPPs. The

So today, I’m announcing reforms

consultation ran until May and

to uphold freedom of speech, end

received 120 responses, according

the abuse of our justice system,

to the government’s response. It

and defend those who bravely

informs that views varied greatly

shine a light on corruption”, states

including from those with

Raab.

experience and expertise as either
claimants or defendants in SLAPP-

The government’s proposals

type litigation or defamation and

include a new three-part test for

privacy suits more widely. Many

courts to apply to whether a case

claimants are shown to have

should be struck out immediately

responded that no reform should

or allowed to progress. A court will

be pursued, while many media and

firstly assess if the case is against

defendant respondents provided “a

activity in the public interest, such

wide range of proposals”.
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as investigating financial

intimidating opponents in SLAPPs

misconduct by a company

cases”. Accordingly, the

National Union of Journalists

or individual. Subsequently, it will

government considers that a

General Secretary Michelle

examine whether evidence of

formal costs protection regime,

Stanistreet describes the

abuse of process is present, such

based on the Environmental Costs

proposals as a “significant step in

as “whether the claimant has sent

Protection Regime but adapted as

tackling the deployment of

a very large number of highly

appropriate, could be implemented

SLAPPs and other forms of

aggressive letters on a trivial

to shield SLAPPs defendants from

lawfare designed to stymie

matter”. Ultimately, it will analyse

excessive costs risk. Moreover, the

journalistic investigations”. “Abuse

whether the case has sufficient

government finds that the costs

of the law by the sly and mighty,

merit, aiming to establish whether

protection regime could be created

who deeply resent the legitimate

it has a realistic prospect of

as a procedural reform under

work of the media in calling them

success.

secondary legislation, however

to account, is a scourge which

using the same definition in the

must be eradicated”, Stanistreet

“Anyone subject to a suspected

primary legislation that underpins

adds.

SLAPPs case will be able to apply

the early dismissal process.

to the court to have it considered
for early dismissal”, Raab states.

Government response to cons…

The government aims to consult
the Civil Procedure Rules

On a proposed costs cap, the

Committee as necessary and set

government’s response reads that

out the design of the scheme and

“costs exposure is the single

the precise level of cost caps in

greatest factor overwhelming and

due course.

Ministry of Justice press relea…
SLAPPs consultation

UK government launches taskforce to support
pensions schemes manage ESG risks
The UK government announced

modern slavery, the Department

pension schemes highlight the

on 15 July that it established a

for Work and Pensions states. The

“need for a proactive approach to

new taskforce designed to

taskforce, under the department’s

embedding social factors within

support pension schemes

coordination, aims to support

pension schemes’ investment

address the risks linked to the

pension scheme trustees and the

decisions and stewardship

social component in

wider pensions sector manage

policies”.

environmental, social and

social issues, including the

governance (ESG) investing.

identification of reliable data and

The government encourages

metrics.

pension schemes to join the

Social factors may include issues

Occupational Pensions

ranging from labour conditions,

The responses to the

Stewardship Council, in an effort

supply chains to community

government’s assessment of

to stimulate further innovation.

relations, consumer protection and

social risks by occupational
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BEIS Department pulled the guarantees on
£400m in GFG loans in April, BBB chief tells MPs
loans in March 2021, after noticing

Tehran, a reported associate of

seven connected loans in October

Gupta’s.

2020 and launching a probe. That
spring, the BBB wrote a letter of

The FT, which first reported on the

concern to Greensill identifying

Greensill-GFG connection in

breaches of the scheme’s rules,

October 2020, reported in April

the only such document written

2021 that Gupta’s loose

British Business Bank (BBB) plc

under the Coronavirus Large

association of businesses

CEO Catherine Lewis La Torre on

Business Interruption Loan

engaged in ‘CLBIL Restructuring’,

14 July informed the UK House of

Scheme (CLBILS).

clarifying that the move aimed to
maximise the loans it could

Commons Public Accounts
Committee that UK Business

Greensill was an approved lender

access.

Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng

under the CLBILS, a government-

terminated the guarantees on

backed plan to guarantee loans

The BBB informed the media

loans amounting to at least £350

issued to big firms during the first

outlet on 18 July that the

million issued to steel

year of the pandemic. Under the

connected nature of the loans –

industrialist Sanjeev Gupta’s GFG

schemes, loans benefitted from a

which the Public Accounts

Alliance. The decision was made

government guarantee of 80

Committee states appears to

public on 1 April.

percent. According to the rules of

“flagrantly contravene” to the

the scheme, lenders wanting to

scheme’s rules – was “not the

In the letter to committee chair

extend more than £50 million to a

sole” reason for terminating the

Meg Hiller MP, La Torre

single entity or group were

state’s backing.

underscores that the BBB followed

required to notify the BBB in

a November 2021 committee

advance.

The Serious Fraud Office
announced in May 2021 the

recommendation to investigate the
failed supply chain financier

The collapsed company was

opening of a probe into GFG,

Greensill Capital (UK) Ltd. The firm,

approved to lend £400 million, with

which also focuses on financial

which employed former Prime

seven £50 million loans going to

arrangements with Greensill,

Minister David Cameron as an

companies associated with GFG

based on suspicions of fraud and

adviser, was one of the most

Alliance. Six loans totalling £300

money laundering. The

prolific lenders under a

million were made on the same

investigation is ongoing.

government scheme to support

day in September 2020. The

businesses affected by the Covid-

Financial Times reported in June

19 pandemic.

2021 that the eighth £50 million
loan went to metal trading

The bank suspended the

company Aar Tee Commodities

government backing for Greensill’s

(UK) Ltd, a company dissolved in
June 2022 and owned by Ravi
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La Torre’s letter
FT article (18 July 2022)
SFO press release (27 April 20…
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UK FRC informs on steps to reform audit and
corporate governance framework
form to allow for voluntary adoption ahead of
legislation; (3) setting expectations for the FRCregulated markets to drive behavioural changes ahead
of statutory powers; (4) developing guidance to
address issues highlighted in the government’s
response; and (5) setting high-level expectations
around the future supervision and monitoring
activities.
Notably, the position paper shows that the UK
The UK Financial Reporting Council (FRC) published
on 12 July a position paper outlining the next steps
to reform the UK’s audit and corporate governance
framework.
The paper follows the government’s 31 May response
to a consultation on strengthening the UK’s corporate
governance, corporate reporting and audit systems,
including the creation of the Audit, Reporting and
Governance Authority (ARGA) to replace the FRC.
According to the response, the ARGA will be provided
with “a range of statutory responsibilities and powers
that the FRC does not have”.
“These long-awaited reforms are a once-in-ageneration opportunity to ensure corporate Britain
upholds the highest standards of governance and
protects those stakeholders who rely on high-quality
reporting”, FRC CEO Jon Thompson states.
The position paper shows that the FRC will support
the government’s reforms and the transition to the

Corporate Governance Code will be revised to reflect
the responsibilities of the board and audit committee
for expanded sustainability and ESG reporting.
Moreover, the code is to include a provision for boards
to consider how audit tendering undertaken by the
company considers the need to expand market
diversity. Additionally, the code will, according to the
position paper, provide a “stronger basis for reporting
on and evidencing the effectiveness of internal control
around the year end reporting process”.
The FRC also intends to issue guidance on enhanced
resilience statements, fraud reporting by directors, the
audit and assurance policy and related disclosure
requirements, and capital maintenance and dividends.
It notes that it will undertake additional actions as the
government advances legislation particularly to
address revised statutory regulatory requirements for
directors and preparers.
FRC position paper
FRC press release

ARGA by: (1) revising and adding to the existing suite
of codes, standards and guidance to implement
reforms; (2) developing new standards in shadow
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FATF holds webinar on ML/TF risks arising from
migrant smuggling
Migration Studies at Maastrich

or (4) transactions associated with

University Melissa Seigel added.

regular gambling activity.

Discussing the nexus between

In terms of payment modalities,

migrant smuggling and human

Kelava underlined that there are

trafficking, Lucia Bird Ruiz-Benitez

indicators of virtual currencies

The Financial Action Task Force

de Lugo, Director of the West

being misused by migrant

(FATF) held on 13 July a webinar

Africa Observatory at the Global

smuggling networks, however

on money laundering and terrorist

Initiative against Transnational

there is currently not sufficient

financing (ML/TF) risks

Organized Crime, highlighted that

evidence to conclude that this “is

associated with migrant

recent data show an increase in

definitely something that is in

smuggling, which discussed

the “travel now, pay later payment

connection with migrant

possible solutions for identifying

structures”, which consist of

smuggling”.

and preventing migrant

migrants entering debt with the

smuggling, as well as

smuggler due to their incapacity to

Concurrently, Bird emphasised that

mechanisms for better detecting

pay for the journey prior to

significant amounts of money

illicit financial flows associated

travelling. Bird stated that migrants

usually move between different

with this type of crime.

offer to “work along the route in

jurisdictions “without ever actually

order to repay that debt”, however

touching the formal financial

With respect to migrant

“this payment modality exposes

system” due to migrant smuggling

smugglers’ modus operandi,

those on the move to a huge risk

networks using informal money

Salvador Briseno, criminal

of trafficking”.

transfer mechanisms, such as

hawala.

intelligence officer at Interpol’s
Human Trafficking and Smuggling

During the webinar, Zana Kelava,

of Migrants Unit stated that social

Head of Risk, Investigation and

Participants also discussed the

media platforms play a key role in

Analytics at One International

nexus between migrant smuggling

migrants smuggling and human

Bank, stated that some of the risk

and corruption or TF. With respect

trafficking, particularly in the

indicators that financial

to corruption, Siegel stated that

Americas and the Caribbean

institutions should focus on in

government officials in the

region, where criminal

order to follow illicit financial flows

countries of origin or in transit

organisations involved in such

associated with migrant

jurisdictions are often “major

activities often “purport

smuggling include, inter alia: (1)

players” in migrant smuggling.

themselves to be travel agencies”.

migrants using the same IP or ID

Briseno also stated that

Such platforms are also

to perform transactions; (2)

investigations conducted by him

commonly used across Europe,

recurrent transactions with money

revealed “high level individuals

Africa and South Asia, where

remittance companies or online

within the government structure”

migrant smuggling networks often

services companies; (3) transfer

within various jurisdictions across

pose as “work recruiters”, Head of

remittances through money mules

the Americas and the Caribbean
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region who were allegedly involved

organisations “exercise a

smuggling as a key source of

in receiving bribes from migrant

significant degree of territorial

revenue for their operations”.

smuggling networks.

control”. However, Bird added that
“while some of the actors involved

In terms of migrant smuggling’s

in the transportation of migrants

connection with TF, Bird underlined

here are affiliated with armed

that this is generally prominent in

groups, there is little indication

the Sahel region, particularly in

armed groups view migrant

FATF webinar page
FATF webinar
FATF report on ML/TF risks ari…

Mali and Libya, where terrorist

EP adopts resolution condemning national
vetoes in taxation matters
the country is fully compliant with

disadvantage” for small and

recommendations concerning the

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),

rule of law, the independence of

which are paying “considerably

the judiciary and the prevention,

higher effective tax rates than

identification and mitigation of

multinationals”, MEPs add.

fraud, conflicts of interest and
corruption. The resolution

The resolution follows Hungary’s

The European Parliament (EP)

expresses concern over the

announcement on 17 June during

adopted on 6 July a resolution

“fragmentation of national

the Economic and Financial Affairs

which condemns member states

corporate tax rates” across the EU,

Council (ECOFIN) that it opposes

abusing their national vetoes on

highlighting the need to “establish

adoption of the EU Council’s

tax matters and calls for the

a broad tax base” and strengthen

proposed directive on ensuring a

relaunch of discussions on the

efforts at reducing tax evasion, tax

global minimum level of taxation

use of qualified majority voting

fraud and aggressive tax planning,

for multinational groups in the EU.

within the EU Council on aspects

particularly through the adoption

During the meeting, Hungarian

related to the EU tax policy. The

of the OECD/G20 global tax deal.

Finance Minister Mihály Varga
stated that the country cannot

resolution was adopted with 450
votes in favour, 132 against and

The document warns that existing

support the adoption of the

55 abstentions.

differences between tax rules

proposal at this stage due to

across EU member states, as well

concerns about the challenges

MEPs urge Hungary “to put an

as the lack of international

that companies are currently

immediate end to its blockage of

cooperation on such issues allow

facing in light of the war in

the global tax deal” and call on the

multinationals “to engage in

Ukraine.

European Commission (EC) and

aggressive tax planning

the EU Council to refrain from

significantly reduc[ing] their

approving the Hungarian national

effective tax rates”. This creates “a

recovery and resilience plan until

significant competitive
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RUSI hosts CFT symposium addressing publicprivate partnerships
collaborate to find the technological solution that can
be integrated in both the banking system and the law
enforcement system, as well as to test the solution
and address any loopholes.
Another challenge identified by Bajarūnaitė is that of
restricting “unauthorised use of the information”. In
this regard, she states that both the public and the
private sectors need “policies and procedures”.
Moreover, she insisted on proportionality, meaning to
The Royal United Services Institute (RUSI)
organised on 28 July a symposium exploring best
practices related to balancing opportunities and
challenges when it comes to designing and
operating public-private partnerships (PPPs) for
countering the financing of terrorism (CFT)
purposes.
Rūta Bajarūnaitė, author of a Project CRAAFT
(Collaboration, Research and Analysis Against the
Financing of Terrorism) research briefing entitled
‘PPPs and Terrorist Financing: Opportunities and
Challenges’, stated during the webinar that the
“starting point” for the PPPs are the 11 September
2001 terrorist attacks. The CFT frameworks and the
UN Security Council resolutions 1368 (2001) and
1373 (2001) adopted following the events are

list what kind of personal data will be processed and
for what purposes, and on data minimisation, to
ensure that there are no other means to conduct CFT.
Terrorism remains “a key issue” for EU security,
however, cross-border information sharing is gaining
momentum, according to Bajarūnaitė. She
recommended countries establish the necessary
“local legal gateways” and start with “exchanging
information nationally”.
She further insisted on the importance of ensuring
that the private sector and law enforcement are “on
the same page”. “Both sides need to understand the
goals and their roles”, she stated. As for the private
sector, Bajarūnaitė explained that it benefits from
cooperating with law enforcement agencies by
receiving “leads” and “contextual insights” that give
meaning to the transactions they might otherwise

described as the “roots” of PPPs.

miss.

“We could do better”, Bajarūnaitė noted on PPP

Bajarūnaitė provided the example of the UK’s Joint

operations, adding that “we need political will” to
secure the necessary frameworks. She underlines
that PPPs face not only legislative, but also
technological challenges. Particularly, she explains
that the effectiveness of PPPs depends “on the
possibility to pass information securely in real time”.
Thus, she indicated that stakeholders should
60

Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce and the
Dutch terrorism financing taskforce as successful
PPPs, which show that there is no single PPP formula
to be applied by all. Bajarūnaitė recommended
involving stakeholders “gradually” and encouraged
public authorities to refer to their national risk
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assessment to identify high risk sectors and,

how much they need to restrict and how much they

accordingly, stakeholders for PPPs.

can restrict for CFT purposes. The GDPR is, according
to Bajarūnaitė, “an opportunity” to pursue information

Additionally, Bajarūnaitė highlighted that the EU

sharing “right” and “without undermining the rights of

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) does not

people”.

hinder information sharing. Instead, Bajarūnaitė
explained how the GDPR can enable information

Webinar info

sharing. To this end, she emphasised that countries
should clearly depict: (1) what kind of personal data

Bajarūnaitė research briefing

would be processed and for what purposes; and (2)

EBA adopts decision on reporting of payment
fraud data
transmit the data required under the PSD2 on fraud
reporting only once.
According to the EBA decision, payment service
providers are required to submit to the authorities
statistical data on fraud in relation to different
payment instruments. Furthermore, the authorities
are required to provide the EBA and the ECB with the
same data in aggregated form.
Furthermore, the EBA adds that “the experience
accumulated in the collection of data under the EBA
The European Banking Authority (EBA) on 1 July

guidelines on fraud reporting under PSD2 during the

adopted a decision relating to the reporting of

said period has shown that there is a need to provide

payment fraud data under the Payment Services

clearer expectations to all parties involved regarding

Directive (PSD2). Competent authorities will be

both a minimum admissible level of data quality and

required to report to the EBA the payment fraud

specifications, and binding remittance dates for the

details in line with EBA guidelines on fraud

submission of data to the EBA.”

reporting, through the European Centralised
Infrastructure of Data (EUCLID).
EBA press release (1 July 2022)

The decision notes the ‘interim’ solution adopted by
the EBA, the European Central Bank (ECB) and other
entities in 2019, enabling competent bodies to
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EBA decision (24 June 2022)
EBA guidelines (7 July 2022)
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FATF Singapore Presidency to prioritise
improving asset recovery and countering illicit
finance of cyber-enabled crime
The Financial Action Task Force

FATF will cooperate with members,

providers; (2) oversee the

(FATF) published on 1 July the

the Global Network, the UN and

completion of guidance on

Singapore Presidency’s

the International Monetary Fund.

beneficial ownership information

objectives. New FATF President T.

Moreover, it will, according to

for legal persons and amend the

Raja Kumar presented during the

Kumar, convene a Global

FATF recommendation on

June plenary the priorities for the

Roundtable on Financial Crime

beneficial ownership information

July 2022-June 2024 plenary

with Interpol aiming to bring

for trusts and other legal

period. Kumar’s objectives

together a range of stakeholders

arrangements; (3) build on the

include strengthening asset

including law enforcement

regular review of TF risks

recovery, countering illicit finance

agencies, financial investigators

associated with ISIL, Al Qaeda and

of cyber-enabled crime,

and regulators.

their affiliates and explore ways to

increasing effectiveness of global

enhance the sharing of this

anti-money laundering and

On countering illicit finance of

information; and (4) raise further

countering the financing of

cyber-enabled crime, the

awareness of the ML/TF risks in

terrorism (AML/CFT) measures

Singapore Presidency highlights

relation to grand and systemic

and reinforcing the FATF

the threat and risk posed by online

corruption, the illegal wildlife trade

partnerships with its regional

fraud, scams, ransomware and

and environmental crime.

partners, the FATF-style regional

COVID-related phishing activities.

bodies (FSRBs).

To tackle these challenges, the

The Singapore Presidency will

FATF will launch a new initiative to

additionally prioritise the FATF’s

Regarding asset recovery, the

focus on ML/TF linked to cyber-

partnership with FSRBs. The focus

Singapore Presidency aims to

enabled fraud and scams, aimed

will be on: (1) capability and

focus on actions to help countries

to analyse ML techniques, and

capacity development; (2)

increase asset recovery including

identify appropriate tools such as

considering the specific needs of

by: (1) strengthening collaboration

data analytics and industry

each FSRB and current levels of

as an imperative between the

partnerships.

expertise; (3) assisting FSRBs to

FATF, FSRBs and Asset Recovery

complete the present round of

Networks; (2) evaluating the state

Kumar further describes

mutual evaluations; (4) formalising

of asset recovery networks and

increasing the effectiveness of

regular dialogue; (5) identifying

outlining a pathway for members

AML/CFT measures as a “a key

areas to improve to aid preparation

to develop stronger operational

tenet of Singapore's Presidency”.

for the next round of evaluations;

systems; (3) supporting

In this regard, the FATF will inter

and (6) support broader strategic

collaboration frameworks and the

alia: (1) monitor new ML/TF risks

cooperation.

implementation of best practices

and implement best practices and

on recovering assets from cyber-

mitigation measures in relation to

enabled crimes. To this end, the

virtual assets and their service
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CONSULTATIONS

UK Treasury Committee opens crypto probe
focused on consumer protection, regulatory
oversight

The UK House of Commons

whether stablecoins – digital

renminbi issued for testing in April

Treasury Select Committee

assets pegged to a traditional

2021, are different from other

announced on 13 July that it

currency through an algorithm or

crypto-assets such as Bitcoin,

opened an inquiry into crypto-

reserve guarantees – are likely to

which are primarily used for

asset regulation which comes

replace fiat currencies. The inquiry

speculative purposes, casting

amid extreme losses in the

will evaluate the regulatory

doubt on supporters’ claims that

market. The committee asks

responses presented hitherto by

they represent a currency.

interested parties for feedback

the Government, the Financial

on the potential of digital assets

Conduct Authority, and the Bank of

El Salvador adopted Bitcoin as

to replace fiat currencies, as well

England. The deadline for

legal tender in September 2021. At

as on the risks and opportunities

submissions is 12 September by

the time, the International

presented by crypto.

close of business.

Monetary Fund cautioned against
the decision, citing the instability

More specifically, the inquiry will

Interested parties are also invited

of the asset and financial crime

explore the balance between

to evaluate the opportunities and

risks, including money laundering

consumer protection and

risks exhibited by the potential

and terrorist financing. The New

innovation, the effectiveness of

introduction of a central bank

York Times reported on 5 July that

oversight on advertising and

digital currency (CBDC) in the UK

Bitcoin’s recent tumble erased 60

money laundering, and the impact

and share thoughts on the

percent of the value of the

of crypto-assets on social

experiences of other countries.

country’s holdings.

inclusion. MPs request opinions on

CBDCs, such as China’s digital
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Industry insiders have advanced

Commission’s Office of Internet

financial inclusion as one of the

Much like with a bank, anti-money

Enforcement, argue that the

biggest advantages of adopting

laundering rules In the UK and

same can be said about traditional

crypto as currency. Yet, the cost of

elsewhere require digital asset

banking.

transacting crypto – the so-called

exchanges to carry out know your

‘gas fees’ – on Ethereum, the most

customer checks, while clients still

popular blockchain, fluctuate

have to resort to using a bank to

significantly. Until recently, average

deposit or withdraw funds in fiat.

gas fees hovered around $40 for a

While crypto advocates state that

transaction, according to Coin

‘all one needs to transact is a

Telegraph, which further reports

smartphone and an internet

that the recent plummeting of the

connection’, critics like John Reed

price of Ether also reduced

Stark, a former chief of the US

transaction costs to around $1.50.

Securities and Exchange

Treasury Committee press rel…
Call for evidence
HMRC consultation (5 July 20…

EC launches consultation on role of enablers in
tax evasion and aggressive tax planning
“clear and objective criteria” for

arrangements abroad that

defining types of aggressive tax

facilitate tax evasion and

planning, while also providing

aggressive tax planning and (3) a

member states with appropriate

new code of conduct requiring

monitoring and enforcement

enablers to ensure that they do not

mechanisms for ensuring an

facilitate tax evasion or aggressive

effective application of rules

tax planning. The EU’s executive

The European Commission (EC)

targeting enablers involved in such

clarifies that enablers providing

launched on 6 July a public

practices.

tax-related advice or services to
EU taxpayers or residents would

consultation seeking views on
measures to address the role of

The EC notes that policy options

be required to register in an EU

enablers involved in facilitating

might include: (1) a requirement

member state.

the creation of tax arrangements

for all enablers to conduct

or structures in non-EU countries

dedicated due diligence

Other measures could include the

that lead to tax evasion or

verifications and to maintain

requirement that EU taxpayers,

aggressive tax planning for the

records of these checks with the

including both individuals and

EU member states. Interested

aim of determining whether the

entities, would declare on an

parties are expected to submit

arrangement or scheme they are

annual basis in their tax returns

comments by 12 October.

facilitating leads to tax evasion or

any interests of over 25 percent in

aggressive tax planning; (2) a

a non-listed company located

The EC aims to develop a proposal

prohibition on enablers from

outside the EU.

for a directive which will include

assisting in the creation of

64
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UK regulators propose measures designed to
improve monitoring relating to critical third
parties

The UK Financial Conduct

testing the resilience of material

Authority (FCA) released on 21

services that CTPs provide to

The supervisory authorities will

July a discussion paper covering

firms and financial market

only be tasked with monitoring the

potential measures the FCA

infrastructure firms (FMIs),

systemic risks related to services

jointly established with the Bank

including through scenario testing,

CTPs provide, the FCA notes. It

of England (BoE) and Prudential

participation in sector wide

adds that “the supervisory

Regulation Authority (PRA). The

exercises, cyber resilience testing

authorities already expect firms

measures are designed to

and CTP reviews.

and FMIs to develop, maintain and

monitor and strengthen the

test individual business continuity

resilience of services provided by

The section covering minimum

plans and exit strategies for their

critical third parties (CTPs) to the

resilience standards lists cyber

material outsourcing and third

financial sector.

risks, environmental risks,

party arrangements”.

geopolitical challenges, legal and
The paper proposes a set of

reputational risks, as well as

Comments on the proposed

measures, including the

‘insider risks’, among the

measures are accepted until 23

establishment of a framework for

challenges.

December.

identifying potential CTPs and
minimum resilience standards that

These measures are designed to

are applicable to services that

complement firms’ existing

CTPs provide. Other proposed

responsibilities in relation to

measures call for the

managing risks linked to contracts

establishment of a framework for

with third parties.
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US Treasury seeks public feedback on digital
asset risks and opportunities
assets and which risks and opportunities this growth
may present.
Specific questions are divided into the categories of
adoption to date and mass adoption, opportunities for
consumers, investors, and businesses, general risks,
group-specific risk, and impact on the most
vulnerable. Treasury seeks public comment on how
digital assets can relate to such risks as frauds and
scams, losses from theft, private key loss, wallet or
The US Treasury Department on 8 July requested
public comment on potential risks and opportunities
relating to digital assets pursuant to Executive Order
(EO) 14067 on responsible digital asset
development. The deadline for submitting feedback
is 8 August.
EO 14067’s Section 5(b)(i) mandates that the
Treasury Secretary submit a report within 180 days to
the President detailing digital asset implications to
“financial market and payment system infrastructures
for United States consumers, investors, businesses,

custodian failure-related losses, non-fungible token
(NFT) authenticity, and consumer understanding.
Turning to opportunity potential, the request for
comment also seeks feedback on how digital assets
may lead to new financial products, their increased
use and greater use of ease, potential wealth building
opportunities, and improved cross-border payments
and trade finance.
Treasury press release
Treasury request for comment

and for equitable economic growth”. Included in this
report must be an assessment of which conditions
may lead to widely increased utilisation of digital
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COUNTRY UPDATES

Water crisis in Italy leads to state of emergency
in five northern regions
may further worsen the existing cost of living crises,
as the Po Valley is estimated to account for more
than more than 30% of the national agricultural
production.
The Po River Basin also concentrates the majority of
Italy’s hydroelectricity generation capacity – the
country’s oldest and most productive renewable
energy sector, accounting for almost one-fifth of the
national energy production. Recent reports of an
On 4 July 2022, Italy’s Council of Ministers declared
a state of emergency in five northern regions –
Emilia-Romagna, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Lombardy,
Piedmont, and Veneto – until 31 December 2022,
over the most severe draught affecting the Po river
valley since 1952. Housing almost half of the
national population of Italy, the Po Valley is also one
of the most crucial economic, industrial, and
agricultural regions in Europe. The cities of Milan
and Turin – alongside the Ligurian seaport Genoa –
form Italy’s Industrial Triangle which is the home to
some of the country’s most recognisable brands.
While about 41% of the Po basin land use is
agriculture the region also hosts approximately 50%
and 65% of Italy’s national cattle and pig stock,
respectively. In the past months however, the draught
as well as compromised surface water through rising
salt levels in the Po Delta, made irrigation and
supplying animal drinking difficult and expensive. The
decreasing agricultural output poses a significant
threat to the stability of Italy’s agriculture sector and

67

estimated 40% fall in hydro energy production
compared to the corresponding period in 2021, as
well as the shut-down of an Enel hydroelectric plant in
in June, signal increased pressure on the Italian
energy sector. This is expected to add to the impact
of Russia’s recent gas squeeze on Italy and the
country’s rush for Russian gas independence by the
second half of 2024.
The recent water crisis drew renewed criticism
towards the severe deterioration of Italy’s pipeline
network – almost 40% of the country’s water is
estimated to be lost through leaks – and call for
creating more reservoirs and investment in water
reuse and intelligent irrigation systems. According to
a recent estimate by Coldiretti, Italy’s national farmers’
confederation, the shortage of water has already
caused €3 billion worth of damage and more recent
media reports on the Italian water crisis suggest that
the state of emergency may be further extended to
the north western region of Liguria as well as the
central regions of Lazio, Umbria, and Tuscany.
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Gas storage challenges for EU following Nord
Stream 1 shutdown

On 11 July 2022, Nord Stream AG

the independent European think

storage levels of 80% from 1

shut down the Nord Stream 1

tank. The gap has primarily been

November 2022. According to

pipeline, the largest single

filled by imports of liquified natural

independent experts, Europe

pipeline carrying Russian natural

gas (LNG), but the LNG market is

would not be able to source

gas to Germany. The shutdown

reportedly tight and Europe lacks

sufficient gas supplies if Russia

occurred as part of a planned

regasification terminals.

decides to halt all flows to the

maintenance period scheduled

region. With aggregate EU gas

for 11-21 July, following a period

Russian gas supply to Germany

storage of 59% as of 1 July 2022,

when the pipeline was already

and wider Europe is generally

the fear is that not enough gas will

running at a reported 40%

understood to be subject to

be available to meet the gas

capacity compared to the

Kremlin control. Markets and

storage demand, thus forcing

previous year’s total delivery of

governments have reacted to the

sharing between the member

55 billion cubic meters (bcm).

scheduled shutdown with

states in accordance with the new

concerns that Russia could extend

regulation but also politically

In 2021, the EU imported about

the period and further limit supply

fraught government gas rationing,

140 bcm from Russia via pipelines,

to European gas importers. A

which would lower overall

which amounted to over 40% of

more limited supply from Russia

economic growth and feed into

the EU’s total gas supply – now,

would potentially thwart newly

inflation dynamics.

supply has dropped to just 20% in

adopted EU regulation, requiring

June 2022 according to Bruegel,

member states to ensure gas
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The demise of corporate spy José Manuel
Villarejo and reputational damage to Spanish
corporations
utility company Iberdrola, and Spanish bank BBVA and
CaixaBank. In one such probe, investigators are
scrutinising allegations that between 2011 and 2012,
Repsol and CaixaBank, at the time one of Repsol’s
significant shareholders, asked Villarejo to intercept
calls made by the chair of Spanish construction
company Sacyr SA, Luis del Rivero, and people close
to him. The operation’s aim was reportedly to prevent
a pact for the acquisition of a controlling stake in
Repsol between Spanish infrastructure operator Sacyr
José Manuel Villarejo, a former police

SA and Mexican state oil group Pemex. At the request

commissioner, was a relatively unknown figure in

of Iberdrola, Villarejo also allegedly spied on several

Spain. This changed in 2017 after the Spanish

politicians and sought to damage the reputation of

National Criminal Court (Audiencia Nacional)

Florentino Pérez, the largest shareholder and

opened an investigation into Villarejo over reported

chairman of Spanish construction company ACS.

dubious business deals in Equatorial Guinea. A
warrant for Villarejo’s arrest was issued after police
found extensive evidence related not only to

Villarejo was also reportedly part of the “patriot

Equatorial Guinea, but also to various espionage

police”, a secret unit allegedly working for the Spanish

campaigns targeting prominent Spanish business

Interior Ministry led by Jorge Fernández Díaz (2011-

leaders, companies and senior officials. Villarejo

2016) to tarnish political opponents, including

was in pre-trial detention between November 2017

Spanish far-left party Podemos.

and March 2021 when he was released after
exceeding the legal duration limit of custody

While most of the investigations against the

pending trial.

companies and its executives have been dropped, the
media and legal scrutiny has resulted in significant

Villarejo allegedly led an espionage network which,

reputational damage to their brand in Spain and

over the course of approximately two decades, made

abroad. For example, in December 2021, The New

extensive covert recordings and was responsible for

Mexico Utility Regulator rejected Iberdrola’s $8 billion

other invasions of privacy of politicians,

acquisition of US energy company PNM Resources, in

business leaders, judges, and journalists. This

part due to concern over Iberdrola’s involvement in the

triggered the Audencia National to open over 30

Villarejo case, according to New Mexico Supreme

probes against the former police commissioner

Court documents. Corporations may and should

concerning some of Spain’s largest companies and

assess the conduct and reputation of other

their principals, either as victims or alleged

companies before seeking to do business, but not by

accomplices. This includes energy company Repsol,

any means necessary.
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Scrutiny of Gécamines takes place against
backdrop of international competition over
DRC’s natural resources
chairman and a close ally of former DRC President
Joseph Kabila, was removed from his position by
current President Felix Tshisekedi. Yuma and
Gécamines had repeatedly been the target of criticism
from international human rights and anti-corruption
NGOs, which have pointed out widespread corrupt
payments as well as mistreatment of artisanal miners
at mines in which the group had a stake. Yuma’s
removal by Tshisekedi, as well as the increased
scrutiny of the company’s operations, have been
On 31 May 2022 the Democratic Republic of Congo’s
(DRC) Inspectorate General of Finance (IGF), an
advisory and investigative body part of the country’s
Ministry of Finance, completed a months-long audit
of state-owned mining company Gécamines’
operations between 2010 and 2021 to identify
instances of mismanagement or corruption. The
IGF’s findings will have come as little surprise to
anyone with even a cursory interest in the DRC and
its resources sector: its audit was unable to find
some USD 400 million out of a total USD 600 million
in tax advances and loans made by Gécamines to
the DRC government, and identified numerous
instances of corrupt practices including
subcontractor overbilling, excessive bonuses for
executives, and even “payment for exorbitant
snacks”, a likely reference to executives’ inflated
expense accounts.
The IGF’s report was not the first time that Gécamines
and its management have come under scrutiny, even
from within the DRC government. The IGF’s head,
Jules Alingete, had already warned in December 2021
that USD 530 million in payments by Gécamines to
the DRC government were unaccounted for. In the
same month, Albert Yuma, Gécamines’ long-standing
70

interpreted by political analysts as serving the dual
purpose of helping fulfil Tshisekedi’s anti-corruption
campaign promises, which were a central part of his
successful 2019 presidential campaign, and of
removing a figure close to Kabila, with whose party he
had originally been in coalition government before
dismantling it in December 2020.
Given the importance of the DRC’s mineral resource
reserves to global supply chains, there is a wider
international relevance to current developments
regarding both Gécamines, and the competition
between the Tshisekedi and Kabila political factions
for control of the company. In addition to significant
reserves of copper and gold, the DRC is the largest
producer of cobalt and a significant producer of
lithium, key components in a range of technology
products including batteries for electric vehicles and
mobile phones. Preferential access to these reserves
is a strategic concern for countries with developed
technology manufacturing sectors, most notably the
US and China.
China’s strengthening of its ties with Kabila’s
government, including Yuma, from the mid-2000s
onwards led to Chinese state-owned groups being
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awarded large-scale mining concessions across the

reported that Tshisekedi has primarily targeted

DRC, with a significant number of contracts being

Chinese companies’ interests in DRC mines and was

signed between 2007 and 2008. These included an

doing so under pressure from Washington. In the

investment in the Tenke Fungurume Mine, one of the

most high-profile case to date, the DRC government

largest copper and cobalt mines in the world, which is

has taken China Molybdenum to court over the

currently 80% owned by China Molybdenum

contract it had signed for the Tenke Fungurume mine.

(Gécamines owns the remaining 20% of shares in the

In March 2022 a Congolese court temporarily

mine). Following Tshisekedi’s accession to the DRC

suspended China Molybdenum’s management of the

presidency, his government began to review a number

mine and, in June a DRC state administrator

of the contracts and concessions signed between

announced that the state had temporarily taken over

Gécamines and Chinese firms, suspecting them of

management of the mine, although China

being unfairly beneficial to the companies to the

Molybdenum claims that it is still in control of the site.

detriment of the DRC.
The outcome of the Tshisekedi government’s review
Tshisekedi has publicly stated that his government

of Gécamines’ contracts with Chinese and, potentially,

was unhappy that Congolese citizens had not

other international partners, could significantly alter

benefited significantly from their country’s natural

the dynamics of the DRC’s mining sector, with wide-

resources, and that it would review all agreements

ranging consequences for the global supply chain of

with foreign mining firms regardless of their

key minerals including cobalt and copper.

nationality. However, some media outlets have
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PRESS AND MEDIA

Former Uber top lobbyist discloses company
abuses, including investigation obstruction and
corruption allegations
designed to secure evidence that

laws to facilitate the company’s

could be used to stop the

entry on their markets.

company’s unlicensed taxi service
and cease vehicles.

As French traditional taxi drivers’
discontentment escalated to street

Leaked files further highlight that

violence, Kalanick reportedly

Uber executives, including former

dismissed other executives’

The Guardian published on 10

CEO Travis Kalanick, ex legal head

concerns over the potential

July a series of reports detailing

in Europe Zac de Kievit and Pierre-

negative impact on the company,

how senior executives at Uber

Dimitri Gore-Coty, made significant

reportedly stating that “Violence

Technologies Inc instructed

efforts as early as 2014 to directly

guarantee[s] success”. In 2015, a

company staff to deploy a 'kill

instruct IT staff and other senior

Belgian court ordered Uber to

switch' to prevent investigators

staff to stop access to company

suspend its unlicensed UberPop

and regulators from accessing

computer systems. The first

service, involving the use of regular

sensitive data during police

deployments of the system

drivers without a cab licence, in

searches in its offices across six

occurred during tensions between

this country. According to data

countries. The reports cite files

traditional taxi drivers and Uber

leaked to The Guardian, Uber

leaked by Mark MacGann, a

drivers in France in late 2014, the

senior executives at the time

former Uber chief lobbyist in

leaked files reportedly reveal.

continued to successfully engage
in obstructing investigators from

Europe.
The paper cites a company

accessing company files even

MacGann recently identified

statement noting that it stopped

after computers had been seized

himself as the source of the leaked

using the ‘kill switch’ system in

from Uber offices.

information. The leaked files show

2017, as new CEO Dara

that the complex 'kill switch'

Khosrowshahi replaced Kalanick.

Leaked data further point to the

concealing device, developed in

The data cover Uber operations

fact that Uber executives were fully

the US with the aim to obstruct

across 40 countries between 2013

aware of the illegal nature of their

authorities from accessing the

and 2017, when Kalanick’s

actions, with one of them

company’s IT systems, was

mandate as a CEO was marked by

reportedly stating that “We’re just

deployed at least 12 times in

attempts to influence politicians

[expletive] illegal”. MacGann

France, the Netherlands, Belgium,

across the world. Company

himself acknowledges his role in

India, Hungary and Romania. Uber

executives purportedly engaged in

implementing controversial

purportedly developed this tool

pressuring governments of France,

decisions, as he admits his

during a series of police raids

Italy, the UK and US into redrafting

participation in meetings with
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governments and media

Uber today”. It further

stepping down, The Guardian

engagements to ensure the

acknowledges prior failings, while

reports.

changing of regulations. As Uber’s

insisting that the company has

chief lobbyist between 2014 and

changed since 2017 under

Kroes is depicted as instrumental

2016, MacGann admits to having

Khosrowshahi’s leadership. The

in attempts to stop an

played a key part in the wide

Guardian further details

investigation by Dutch authorities

campaign claiming that drivers

MacGann’s personal feud with the

into Uber operations, according

would reap the economic benefits

former employer, as he has

to EU Observer. The media outlet

of the technological progress

recently reached an out-of-court

also alleges that she actively

promoted through the company’s

settlement after a legal dispute

lobbied for Uber during the 18-

business model.

over his remuneration.

month cooling-off period after
leaving the EC. Once the 18

Legal experts cited in the leaked

The company reportedly allocated

months expired, she became a

files note that the actions

a total of $90 million in 2016 for

member of the company’s

documented raise questions about

lobbying and public relations

advisory board. The former EU

potential breaches of law against

activities, according to data

official dismisses any wrongdoing.

obstructing justice in France, the

leaked. Company lobbyists

Netherlands, India and Hungary.

ensured support from top

The EC announced it will write to

Other breaches cited in the

politicians across Russia, Italy and

Kroes in relation to these

124,000 leaked files point to

Germany by purportedly promising

allegations, with the EU

disregard for local regulations, and

them financial benefits with the

increasingly under pressure to

active engagement of company

company, including as “strategic

launch an immediate inquiry into

executives in lobbying prime

investors”. In addition, Uber

the matter and ensure

ministers, presidents, high-net

allegedly paid prominent

transparency into its former

worth individuals, oligarchs, and

academics thousands of dollars to

executives’ dealings with the

media moguls across various

write studies supporting the

private sector. Kroes is currently

countries.

company’s business model.

under investigation, following the
wider probe launched by The

While MacGann reportedly said he

One case reported in the leaked

Guardian following MacGann’s

is banned from discussing his

data relates to former European

disclosure, the EU Observer

legal dispute with Uber, he claims

Commission (EC) Vice-President

reports.

the company understated his role

Neelie Kroes’ lobbying support for

as an interlocutor with various

Uber in dealings with Dutch

In a 10 July statement, the

authorities, and more importantly,

politicians, including members of

company highlights that changes

failed to ensure his security as

the Dutch government less than

implemented by the new CEO as

tension was building up on the

six months after leaving her

of 2017 cover “every aspect of

streets of world capitals between

position with the EC. In addition,

how Uber operates”, based on the

traditional taxi drivers and Uber

she arranged for the company to

recommendations proposed by

drivers.

meet with senior EC officials,

former US Attorney General Eric

despite current EU rules

Holder. Holder was hired by Uber

Following MacGann’s self-

prohibiting former commissioners

to probe and transform its

disclosure, the company

from lobbying their serving

business practices, the company

responded that he is in “no

colleagues two years after

adds.

position to speak credibly about
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Uber states that it has moved from

company adds that its operations

“an era of confrontation to one of

are currently regulated in more

collaboration, demonstrating a

than 10,000 cities around the

willingness to come to the table

world, highlighting that it released

and find common ground with

a detailed report of the most

former opponents, including labor

serious safety incidents and

unions and taxi companies. The

invested significantly in safety.

The Guardian article
The Guardian article
The Guardian article

Latvian prosecutors reportedly send ML case
against former ABLV Bank employees to court

Latvia’s Public Prosecutor’s Office

between 1 May 2010 and 15

chairman of the board Vadims

announced on 21 July that the

February 2018 amounting to over

Reinfelds, as well as Aleksandrs

Specialised Prosecutor's Office

€263.5 million and $1.9 billion. Five

Paze, Igors Rogovs and Kaspars

for Organised Crime and Other

members of the organised group

Dreimanis.

Sectors referred on 19 July to the

were allegedly employees at the

Economic Affairs Court a large-

credit institution at the time of the

Latvian TV programme LSM.lv

scale money laundering (ML)

offence.

further reports that Arvis

case involving eight unnamed

Šteinbergs, co-manager of shell

persons of an organised group,

Latvian news agency LETA reports

as well as proceedings for the

that the credit institution is ABLV

imposition of a coercive measure

Bank, AS, and the five individuals

on an unnamed credit institution.

were former high-ranking
employees. Specifically, LETA

According to a press release,

informs that the individuals are

criminal assets obtained by other

former co-owner of the bank

persons abroad were laundered

Ernests Bernis, former vice-
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firm provider International
Overseas Services (IOS) group,
Zani Kurzemniece and
Markas Špunginas are the other
three accused, citing a copy of the
indictment. The individuals used
shell firms in Cyprus, Seychelles,
Panama, Belize, the British Virgin
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Islands and the UK, which were

European Central Bank, ordered on

the field of money laundering and

incorporated and administered by

23 February 2018 ABLV to stop all

terrorism financing prevention in

IOS. According to LSM.lv, the

payments.

the last years”. On 26 February,

bank’s division ABLV Corporate

ABLV’s shareholders decided on

Services Ltd supervised

The decision followed a notice by

voluntary liquidation, which was

the accounting and tracking of

the US Department of Treasury’s

subsequently approved by the

money being laundered and

Financial Crimes Enforcement

FCMC.

oversaw the shell firms.

Network (FinCEN) stating that

According to ABLV’s website, the
Latvian Financial and Capital
Market Commission (FCMC),
acting on the instructions from the

ABLV was involved in international

Latvian Public Prosecutor’s O…

ML and corruption schemes. ABLV
issued a statement describing the
information as “false” and
highlighting “the bank’s efforts in

US FinCEN press release (13 F…
US FinCEN notice

Deutsche Bank reportedly settles ML allegations
for $7.01m
Deutsche Bank AG settled an

related to “suspicious activity

Rifaat al-Assad was reportedly

investigation into alleged anti-

reports [SARs] filed by the bank”.

convicted in Paris for ML and

money laundering (AML) rules

Sources reportedly stated for

subsequently included in the

breaches, Bloomberg reported on

Handelsblatt at that time that the

bank’s monitoring system.

21 July. Deutsche Bank

investigation concerned

reportedly agreed with Frankfurt

transactions made a few years

On 31 May, German authorities

prosecutors to pay €7.01 million

ago by former Syrian Vice

reportedly carried out searches at

and accepted an administrative

President Rifaat al-Assad, uncle of

DBAG and the bank’s asset

penalty notice.

Syrian leader Bashar al-Assad. It is

management arm, DWS Group,

alleged that Rifaat al-Assad was

over allegations that DWS

The investigation reportedly found

not a client of Deutsche Bank,

fraudulently engaged in

that Deutsche Bank acted

however, the bank had reportedly

greenwashing by inflating the

“thoughtlessly” and failed to file

been involved in processing

environmentally friendly nature of

701 reports of suspicious

payments from Assad in its role as

certain investment products.

activities. Bloomberg informs that

a correspondence bank.

prosecutors confirmed the end of

Bloomberg article

the investigation. In April, the bank

Media outlets report that German

stated, following media reports of

investigators expected Deutsche

law enforcement officials raiding

Bank to file SARs as early as 2017.

its headquarters in Frankfurt, that

Nevertheless, the bank is shown to

the investigative measure was

have filed SARs only last year.
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Süddeutsche Zeitung article (i…
DBAG statement (29 April 2022)
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Gupta’s GFG reportedly paid £5 in Lochaber
smelter deal backed by £586m government
guarantee
giant, to GFG Alliance. The smelter, operated by
Alvance British Aluminium Ltd, is owned by
Singapore-based Liberty Holdings Ltd, while the
power plants belong to the Hong Kong-based Simec
Group Ltd.
The Scottish government pledged to purchase power
from the two power plants in the event of Liberty
being unable to honour its power purchasing
obligations to SIMEC, a company owned by Gupta’s
The Sunday Times reported on 23 July that GFG
Alliance, the metals conglomerate controlled by
industrialist Sanjeev Gupta and his family,
contributed only £5 of its own funds towards a £330
million deal to purchase a struggling smelter in
2016. The Scottish government backed the deal for
the Lochaber plant through a £586 million power
purchase guarantee.
Willie Rennie MSP called the government “gullible” for
the deal on 24 July, while Daniel Johnson commented
for The Times that the deal was “built on sand”.
Previous media reports revealed that the nowcollapsed invoice financer Greensill Capital (UK) Ltd
was crucial in financing the deal, but it had been
previously reported that GFG companies contributed
£35 million to the deal. Documents filed with
Companies House and consulted by The Times show
that the numbers reported by the various GFG
companies involved as invested capital amount to a
small fraction of that figure.
The late 2016 deal involved the transfer of the
Lochaber plant, two nearby hydroelectric facilities,
and a large parcel of land from Rio Tinto Alcan, the
aluminium division of the Anglo-Australian mining
76

father, Parduman K. Gupta. While Liberty operates the
smelter, SIMEC was to operate the power plants,
selling energy to the metals manufacturer.
The Financial Times finally obtained previously
unseen figures and reported in November 2021 that
the total value of the guarantee was £586 million at
the time of the 2016 deal. The government had
previously revealed that annual amounts guaranteed
ranged between £14 million and £32 million, over a
25-year period, according to files released after the
freedom of information requests. The revised value of
the remaining guarantee payments published in
November 2021 stands at nearly £286 million.
The documents revealed that the provision was made
in return for a fee, initially valued at £21.4 million.
Officials later revised this figure to zero and created a
provision of £33 million for potential exposure to
default. At the time of the late 2021 release, the
government stated that it received no calls on the
guarantee, with a government spokesperson
informing The Times that the situation has not
changed.
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GFG was reportedly helped by Greensill, which

The state-owned British Business Bank announced on

extended a bridge loan to buy the assets from Rio

14 July that it had removed the 80 percent guarantees

Tinto. While the government guarantee underpins the

on loans extended by Greensill to GFG companies,

energy contract, Greensill reportedly transformed the

which amounted to at least £350 million. Separately,

contract into two bonds.

the Serious Fraud Office announced in May 2021 that
it opened a fraud and money laundering probe, which

The Financial Times reported that the move raised

also focuses on deals with Greensill. The companies

£295 million through debt financing. When officials

have denied wrongdoing.

published an October 2018 report by Deloitte LLP, the
government’s financial adviser, the figures concerning

Rennie tweet (24 July 2022)

GFG’s contributions and the sums raised through
The Times article (23 July 2022)

bond selling were redacted.

La Torre’s letter (14 July 2022)

Prince Charles allegedly accepted £1m from
Osama bin Laden’s family
Prince Charles allegedly received

was taken by trustees. “Any

Shafiq sponsoring or being

£1 million from Osama bin

attempt to characterise it

involved in acts of terrorism.

Laden’s half-brothers Shafiq and

otherwise is false”, Clarence

In June, The Sunday Times

Bakr bin Laden, who is also the

House reportedly stated for the

reported that Prince Charles

patriarch of Osama bin Laden’s

BBC. It further shows that

accepted £2.6 million in cash from

family, The Sunday Times

Clarence House stated it had been

former Qatari Prime Minister

reported on 30 July. Prince

assured by the PWCF that

Sheikh Hamad bin Jassim bin

Charles reportedly met on 30

“thorough due diligence” had been

Jaber al-Thani, who is alleged

October 2013 with Bakr at

conducted.

to have donated the money in

Clarence House in London.

€500 notes between 2011 and
It is also reported that an

2015. The Guardian informs that

The media outlet reports that

unnamed PWCF source told the

the Charity Commission decided

Prince Charles accepted the

BBC that “though the name [Bin

against launching an investigation

donation for his grant-making

Laden] has very unhappy history,

into the donations. The money

charity, the Prince of Wales

the sins of the father should not be

was reportedly deposited into

Charitable Fund (PWCF), despite

visited on the rest of the family,

PWCF accounts, however the

initial objections of advisers at

which is an eminent one in the

Charity Commission stated that

Clarence House and the PWCF.

region”. The source reportedly

there is no suggestion of illegality.

added that the donation had been
Clarence House reportedly

cleared by the Foreign

claimed that the decision to

Office. Media reports note that

accept the money to the PWCF

there are no indications of Bakr or
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Hyundai-owned Alabama plant reportedly used
child labour in US manufacturing; authorities to
investigate
The Alabama Department of Labor reportedly
informed Reuters that it will coordinate with the
federal department and other agencies to investigate
the allegations, while a spokesperson for the attorney
general’s office in the US state declined to comment.

Reuters states that it was unable to confirm the exact
number of children who have allegedly worked at the
plant or how much they were paid, with the article
stating that two former employees claim that the
plant fired multiple children in February, after local

Reuters reported on 22 July that a US-based
subsidiary of South Korean car manufacturer
Hyundai Motor Co used child labour in production,
with a former worker stating that there are around
50 minors working at the SMART Alabama LLC
factory in Alabama.
The allegations surfaced after a Reuters investigation,
which started with the brief disappearance in
February of a 14-year-old Guatemalan migrant. Three
siblings aged 12, 14, and 15, among them the child in
question, allegedly worked at the plant earlier this year
and were not going to school, individuals familiar with
the situation informed Reuters.
The father of the children, a former worker at the
plant, provided the same account in an interview with
the news agency. Police officers involved in the

news coverage turned to the disappearance of the
Guatemalan girl.
In a statement cited by the media outlet, Hyundai
states that it “does not tolerate illegal employment
practice” and that the company has rules requiring
“compliance with all local, state and federal laws”.
SMART informed Reuters that it “denies any allegation
that it knowingly employed anyone who is ineligible
for employment”.

The Wall Street Journal reported on 22 July that
Hyundai stated that it has “no evidence that there is
any truth” to the allegations that its subsidiary used
child labour.
Reuters investigation (22 July 2022)
Wall Street Journal article (22 July 2022)

search also reportedly stated that the siblings worked
in the SMART factory and that they notified the
Alabama attorney general’s office, who has
jurisdiction to investigate the allegations.
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NPR article (24 July 2022)
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French prosecutors reportedly open crimes
against humanity and war crime probe linked to
Castel Group unit in CAR
case, should send a strong signal

General Bruno Dary, “had

to multinational companies that

knowledge of potential financial

they can be held to account for

and logistical support to the” UPC

their criminal operations”, states

and had “been regularly informed

The Sentry co-founder John

of the egregious human rights

Prendergast.

violations committed by the UPC”.

The French National Anti-

The Sentry shows in the report

The investigation also revealed

Terrorist Prosecutor’s Office

that SUCAF RCA negotiated in late

that UPC leaders Ali Darassa and

announced that it has opened a

2014 a tacit security arrangement

Hassan Bouba were reportedly

preliminary investigation into the

with the armed group Union for

those primarily benefiting from the

potential complicity of wine giant

Peace in the CAR (Unité pour la

financial arrangement with SUCAF

Castel Group subsidiaries in

paix en Centrafrique, UPC). Under

RCA. The UN Security Council on

crimes against humanity and war

the terms of the agreement, UPC

21 December 2021 added Darassa

crimes in the Central African

leaders allegedly committed to

to its Sanctions List of individuals

Republic (CAR), The Sentry

secure SUCAF RCA’s factory and

and entities. The Council describes

reported on 1 July. The

sugar cane fields, and free

Darassa as the founder and leader

announcement follows an August

movement on key roadways, to

of the UPC “which has killed,

2021 investigative report by The

ensure the company’s monopoly

tortured, raped, and displaced

Sentry which alleges that Castel

on sugar distribution in several

civilians, committed a large

subsidiary African Sugar Refinery

prefectures. SUCAF RCA in turn is

number of abuses of human rights

of the CAR (Sucrerie Africaine de

reported to have financed militias

and violations of international

Centrafrique, SUCAF RCA) made

through direct and indirect cash

humanitarian law, and engaged in

payments to militia groups

payments, vehicle maintenance

arms trafficking, illegal taxation

responsible for torture, rape and

and fuel provision.

activities […] since its creation in
2014”.

mass killings, to secure its sugar
operation and monopoly in the

The Sentry further underlines that

CAR.

SUCAF RCA’s Paris-based parent

Reuters reports, citing a source

company Food and Agricultural

close to the matter, that the French

“War profiteering has [fuelled] long-

Industries Management and

probe “against X” allows

term and devastating armed

Development Company (Société

“prosecutors to investigate in all

conflicts throughout the world, too

d’Organisation de Management et

directions”. The media outlet also

often without legal and financial

de Développement des Industries

informs that a spokesman for

consequences for the

Alimentaires et Agricoles,

Castle Group stated that “the

perpetrators. The Prosecutor’s

SOMDIAA), as well as SOMDIAA’s

company was fully

decision, along with the Lafarge

security contractor, retired French
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cooperating with French

Investigative Chamber of the Paris

maintaining the operation of its

authorities on the matter and that

Court of Appeals has confirmed a

Syrian cement factory in 2013 and

an internal investigation following

charge of complicity in crimes

2014.

the first accusations [in The

against humanity against French

Sentry’s report] had shown no

cement group Lafarge SA. It is

evidence of wrongdoing”.

alleged that Lafarge, which
merged in 2015 with Holcim Ltd,

In May, non-governmental

paid through its subsidiaries up to

organisations European Center for

€13 million to several armed

Constitutional and Human Rights

groups, including the Islamic State,

and Sherpa announced that the

with the supposed aim of

The Sentry article
The Sentry report (August 2021)
UN Security Council press rele…

Italian prosecution ends appeal in Shell-Eni
corruption case, making acquittals final
According to the media outlet, the

kickbacks to the companies’

Milan Court of Appeals recognized

executives and Nigerian officials.

the decision to end the
prosecution of the defendants,

Two apparent intermediaries,

which include Eni CEO Claudio

Emeka Obi and Gianluca Di Nardo,

Descalzi and his predecessor,

were cleared of corruption charges

Paolo Scaroni.

in November 2021, when the
prosecution rejected an appeal

La Reppublica reported on 19
July that the prosecution dropped

The civil lawsuit running parallel to

supported by the government of

charges against energy giants

the criminal trial continues, with

Nigeria against an acquittal in a

Royal Dutch Shell plc and Eni

hearings scheduled for September.

lower court.

alleged intermediaries in an

Settling a dispute for OPL 245,

“After more than 8 years of

international corruption case

Shell and Eni jointly acquired the

investigations and court

stemming from a 2011 deal

rights to extract petroleum from

proceedings, resulting in high

securing offshore oil prospecting

Nigeria for a total of $1.3 billion. A

costs and serious and unfair

licence (OPL) 245 in Nigeria.

signature bonus of $200 million

reputational damages for the

was reported to have been paid to

company and its management,

Deputy Attorney General Celestina

the government, while the rest of

Justice definitively run its course,

Gravina criticised the prosecutors

the funds were ostensibly paid to

as the Court wrote, ‘there is no

in the initial trial, which ended in an

Malabu Oil and Gas Ltd, a

case to answer’”, Eni stated in a

acquittal in March 2021, and

company controlled by former

press release.

claimed that the case “has no

energy minister Dan Etete. The ex-

basis” and “should have finished

official was purported to have paid

S.p.A, company managers, and

earlier”, Reppublica reports.
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Q&A

Q&A with Graham Barrow and Ray Blake, hosts
of the Dark Money Files podcast

Graham Barrow and Ray Blake are

with a variety of banks to on

those who decided to do it in the

the hosts of the Dark Money

regulatory matters. Most recently

first place, it has been incredibly

Files, a podcast exploring money

he has worked in Head of

helpful.

laundering and wider financial

Compliance and Money

crime issues. The pair explain in

Laundering Reporting Officer

It also forces you to think about

straightforward terms how funds

roles.

images in words. It is a very good

from corruption, bribery, tax

discipline. Occasionally we have

evasion, fraud and other crimes

You have been producing

done a supporting graphic

move through the financial

episodes of the Dark Money Files

because it is so complicated, but I

system.

since early 2019, covering a

would say 95% of episodes stand

variety of financial crime issues.

on the words and not on anything

Barrow has over 25 years of

Has working on the podcast

to support them.

experience working in financial

made you think differently about

services, most recently providing

money laundering schemes and

RB: There is a lot of psychology

expertise to high-profile banks in

how you communicate these

that goes into it - not only

relation to their financial crime

complex topics?

understanding the criminal

control frameworks. He works

psychology, but also

with investigative journalists to

GB: Yes. When you unpick the

understanding the different

help them identify and write

threads, it forces you to think

listener groups. When we started

about organised crime and

about the way they are put

we had a fairly fixed idea of who

corruption. Blake has extensive

together. You can't just look at the

we wanted to talk to. We thought it

experience in the retail financial

culmination of a crime, you have to

would be a bit like Serial, capturing

services sector, and has worked

think about the psychology of

people who are interested in a
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good story but don't know

is probably restricted to the trade

economically active in the sector

anything about financial crime. We

parts of the big banks.

that it purports to be in? Even,

structured it that way. There was a

what do its shareholders look like,

certain amount of sensationalism.

RB: Most of those banks tend to

how is it set up, in what

I'm not saying we missed in our

be all over trade finance risks,

jurisdiction?

shot for that audience, but it

because they come with a dose of

became clear quickly that most of

credit risk, which the banks are

GB: In order to look good, they do

the people listening to us were in

really good at. But the pure trading

tend to use companies

the industry, in compliance roles,

risks are much less visible, and far

somewhere in the ownership chain

and using it for their own

easier to overlook.

that are in very well-regarded and

education. We think about the

reasonably transparent

different kinds of people who want

GB: Probably the biggest form of

jurisdictions. If you construct a

to listen to this and what they

money laundering is through trade

deal that is all offshore companies,

need.

- there is so much of it, and you

it inherently looks suspicious

can't open every single container

anyway. Throwing in a few UK,

and look inside.

Canadian or NZ companies, gives

You recently ran a trilogy of
episodes on trade-based money
laundering (TBML). I got the

it that veneer of respectability. But
RB: And it absolutely looks legit.

sense that you see it as an

it also gives an opportunity to have
a deeper look at what is going on.

overlooked element of money

GB: Are they Rolexes or are they

There is this interesting trade-off

laundering.

Casios? Without opening the box,

between what criminals want to

you will never know.

do to make themselves look bona

GB: I think it depends whether you

fide, and your ability to check that.

are talking about "pure" trade-

Are there obvious steps to tackle

based money laundering - moving

TBML that should be taken by the

RB: But because in those

goods through freeports and all

public and private sectors, but

economies like Canada, NZ, UK,

the rest of it. Or, the TBML where

aren’t being taken?

this concern for transparency only

you have effectively invoice fraud,

extends as far as the borders. That

transactions in bank accounts that

GB: Yes. Entity resolution would

gives the bad guys a significant

don't actually relate to anything

definitely be one of them. If these

loophole.

moving around. In my head I see

people are doing business, it

those as distinct.

should not be that hard to just

What do you think are the primary

check whether the publicly

problems with the SAR system,

We did the whole thing about

available information of the

and what are the key reforms that

Rolexes, which I see as "pure"

companies on the invoices holds

should be made?

TBML - and then the Danske Bank

up compared to what business

millions allegedly on commercial

they are supposedly doing. Is it

GB: We should stop filing so many,

contracts, that didn't actually exist.

actually doing business? Is it a

that would be a start. Ray and I

shell? Has it got good open-source

have both worked in environments

The latter is probably better

intelligence to say yes, that is the

where we have responsibility for

known. The one about physically

business they do?

SAR filings - I ran the high-risk

moving goods but they are overinvoiced, under-invoiced, whatever,
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much bigger conversation about

too late. You don't need proof or

next UK Prime Minister?

one of our constant themes, which

evidence, as long as it is more

is about financial crime

than a very vague feeling - just

GB: You can't ignore the fact that

compliance risk rather than

SAR it and let the MLRO and law

back in 2016 they were talking

financial crime risk.

enforcement worry about the rest.

about doing the stuff that they are
still talking about doing today.

One of the consequences of

On the other side you have the EU

Even with the political momentum,

financial crime compliance risk is

legislation saying no, you must

it has still become incredibly easy

that firms over-file. Unfortunately,

understand the underlying

to say "well it is our intention to do

they use fairly untrained people to

predicate crime, you have the NCA

this but given the current

do those filings, and the filings

saying you need to give it a code

economic situation, blah blah". You

themselves are in an environment

so we know what offence you are

can make a case for the

which is highly unstructured. You

alleging. It is complex to keep all

incumbent political party having

end up with untrained people filing

those constituents happy when

more to lose from implementing

unstructured SARs on stuff which

you are drafting a SAR. It is an

this reform than the opposition,

isn't a contravention of the

undervalued skill in most

simply because they tend to use

Proceeds of Crime Act in the first

companies and organisations.

these structures an awful lot more.

What we have found is that the

Nadhim Zahawi who withdrew

FIUs don't have any problem at all

from the race for his own reasons,

RB: There has been such a

sorting the relevant stuff out of

has a fairly difficult relationship

clamour for reform from all sides

SARs, it just takes a while. That is

with Companies House, because

for a long time. Deciding what we

a problem when something

he has got a couple of companies

should do about it is slightly more

approaching 15% of the NCA's

including YouGov, which have not

controversial. The UK didn't sign

SARs are Defence Against Money

always filed correctly. And for four

up to the EU’s 6th Anti Money

Laundering (DAML) consent SARs

years, the [Person with Significant

Laundering Directive which

- where they have an immediate

Control] of his company was illegal

required firms to classify predicate

clock ticking.

because it was a Gibraltar

place. We need to reform the
whole thing.

crimes. Talking to firms, there are

company and was not a qualifying

some which have absolutely no

If you think about that in terms of

idea how to meet the commitment

100,000 DAML SARs per year, I

to train their staff in the financial

would estimate, and for most of

So I think we need to be careful. I

footprints of those 22 different

last year the FIU had fewer than

have no doubt that reform would

crimes.

200 staff to deal with that. Every

make a huge difference, but

DAML SAR has a 7-day clock

unfortunately the momentum and

I wouldn't know where to start in

ticking. Everything that doesn't

reforms leave something to be

helping them in some of those

come in as DAML just goes into

desired.

cases, either. Effectively we have

the intelligence lake, and

two forces - the basic legal

eventually something gets fished

RB: If we didn't have the Ukraine

principle which has existed since

out of it. That could be years down

war, those plans would have been

POCA and before it, which is a

the line.

shelved - but suddenly they have

really low bar for suspicion,

company as a PSC.

been resurrected. Nobody wants

because we would rather you

What should be the key priorities

the war to be prolonged, obviously,

shout on a timely basis before it is

on economic crime reform for the

but I have a feeling if it were to be
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resolved quickly the reforms would
go away.

speed through Amazon Web
GB: Which has now shown to be

Services - I have no idea what the

built on a lot of criminal funds...

AWS bill is, but it must be

The next election won't be fought

substantial because it is a great

on this, we have a narrow window

RB: Yes - in good times, people

platform. As a model for other

to get it through.

don't ask questions.

countries to follow, I think it is
faultless.

The Liberal Democrat candidate

GB: All power to Ed Lucas' elbow. It

for MP in the Cities of London

will be a very interesting fight - it

RB: Absolutely. Also, the corporate

and Westminster has called for

will show how much power the

criminalisation of facilitating tax

reform of the City of London

City of London Corporation has

evasion, that's huge.

Corporation as part of an

when put under that sort of threat.

overhaul of UK economic crime
law. Do you agree?
GB: Have you seen Nick Shaxson's

GB: Unexplained Wealth Orders Could you talk about any positive

they haven't been implemented

elements of the UK’s approach to

very well, but the driving behind

economic crime?

them is first class, and civil

film Spider's Web? I don't think

forfeiture and asset freezing

many people understand the

RB: Yes, and there have been over

power and reach of the City of

a long period. The example

London Corporation, but it is

everyone holds up is the Joint

RB: It is all good stuff. But we still

extensive. In order to write things

Money Laundering Intelligence

export money laundering tools and

into law, they have to be included

Taskforce, the public-private

techniques to the world.

separately - otherwise the laws

information sharing partnership

don't apply to them. If the Queen

for the good, and there are

GB: We just did a podcast where

wants to go to the City, she has to

emulations of that all over the

we mentioned SLAPPs. There are

be invited, she is not allowed to

world. Is it perfect? No, because

whole areas which hold us back

pass the City of London's borders

you only get a seat at the table if

because of the way the legal

without having been invited. The

you are a reasonably big and

system is structured. We could do

Mayor of London has no

systemically important concern,

a whole load more but for the fear

jurisdiction over the City of

and that is not where all the people

of wealthy people taking you to

London. They have a portfolio of

who could contribute to or benefit

court and reducing you to penury

property which runs into billions,

from that approach live. But that's

even if you are in the right.

privately owned. And the aldermen

a good one.

are just not democratically elected.

orders.

What are some financial crime

I don't think it is particularly left

GB: Companies House

issues that you think are

wing to say it should be reformed,

transparency - it is exceptional. We

underreported in the press?

it is just utter common sense.

could talk forever about the quality

They have massive sway over far-

of the data, but that is a separate

GB: There is a big difference

reaching legislation that isn't just

issue. The fact is, it is probably the

between what they should focus

about the City of London.

largest free-to-access database of

on and what they are going to be

any description anywhere in the

able to write about. If you talk to

RB: Conversely it has been the

world. Not just free, but really good

journalists at length, and we do,

engine room for the prosperity of

search tools, on an incredibly solid

the one thing they will tell you is

this country for many decades.

platform, it delivers its stuff at

they don't write about our world as
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much as they would like to

some reason. For instance, the

because they can't bring a general

leading supporting actress is the

readership with them – the stories

one who bears the opprobrium in

Do you see these big

are just too complex to tell. I don't

the press. Think about Ferdinand

investigations - Pandora Papers,

think that's a coincidence, that

Marcos, who ripped the finance

Panama Papers, Suisse Secrets -

money laundering schemes are

out of the Philippines. But it was

as cutting through with the

created to be exceptionally

Imelda Marcos who was

public?

complex. It keeps them away from

demonised. Isabelle dos Santos is

the general public.

one of several children - and she

GB: I think it is having an impact,

was never in charge of the country.

Panama Papers particularly

RB: Also in some money

But it is she on whom our

because it was groundbreaking.

laundering, it is very difficult to see

collective bile has been poured.

But I know of what I think are

your way to a relatable victim. The

There are countless examples.

much more important stories -

story is very far removed from

interesting to read about.

which I have seen the paperwork

people the readers would have

GB: Mrs Hajiyeva spent money on

for - but haven't been reported

empathy with.

chocolate in Harrod's... But her

because you can't get a narrative.

husband was head of the
GB: And often impossible to

International Bank of Azerbaijan, I

When Panorama did their piece on

connect to. You know it is money

think he might have had a role to

the FinCEN Files, they started off

laundering but you can't say

play in that.

with a really low-level one, about a

definitively where it was generated

bloke face down dead in a lake in

from, which is a bit different from,

RB: The newsworthy bit is the

the US. That had a narrative - it

for instance authorised push

trivial part of the story.

was human interest - but it was

payment (APP). It is much easier

nowhere close to the most far-

to have a victim with APP, as

GB: It is interesting how it

reaching and important of the

someone has authorised the push

impinges on the consciousness of

stories. But it had a narrative. Even

payment! It is easy, a poor old lady

the population. When you talk

with these huge issues, there is

who has lost her life savings. That

about the UWO, all they will talk

still a problem with how you report

is simple to report on. But in terms

about is Harrod's and Mrs

to the general audience.

of the economic impact,

Hajiyeva, and they completely

compared to some high-end

miss the fact that the guy

corruption or organised crime, the

accounted for 20% of the country's

Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial

high-end corruption is much more

GDP. It's the more heinous crime

Services Journalist

disastrous for our economies, and

but is nowhere in the public

almost impossible to report on.

consciousness.

Roger.Hamilton-Martin@aperiointelligence.com

RB: And when it does happen, it is

RB: The real victims aren't

twisted through a certain lens for

necessarily the people who it is
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ESG

Environmental, Social and Governance Update

Welcome to the Environmental,

The new practices aim to support

marketable assets and credit

Social and Governance (ESG)

Eurosystem’s key objective of

claims from companies and

Update which gives you an

maintaining price stability, while

debtors that comply with the

overview of important

considering climate-related

Corporate Sustainability Reporting

developments in the sphere of

financial risks in the European

Directive (CSRD) as collateral in

corporate sustainability over the

balance sheet, the ECB states.

Eurosystem credit operations once

last month.

Specifically, the ECB has decided

the directive is fully implemented.

that the Eurosystem tilt corporate

The requirement covers all

ECB includes climate change

bond holdings towards issuers

companies within the scope of

factors into its monetary policy

with better climate performance,

CSRD. The ECB also announced it

operations

starting in October. The ECB

will conduct text exercises one

The European Central Bank (ECB)

further decided to restrict the

year prior to actual

decided on 4 July to include

share of assets issued by entities

implementation, to encourage

climate change factors in the

with a high carbon footprint that

stakeholders to align with the new

Eurosystem’s monetary policy

can be committed as collateral by

regulations at an early stage.

framework as part of its 2021

individual counterparties when

climate action plan. The ECB

borrowing from the Eurosystem

FSB releases reports on

Governing Council decided to

credit operations.

addressing climate-related

adjust corporate bond holdings in

financial risks

the monetary policy portfolios, as

In a first stage, the Eurosystem will

The Financial Stability Board (FSB)

well as to introduce climate-related

apply such limits only to

on 7 July published a roadmap for

disclosure requirements and to

marketable debt instruments

addressing climate-related

strengthen its risk management

issued by companies outside the

financial risks, which was drafted

policies.

financial sector. In addition, the

based on consultations with

Eurosystem will only accept

standard-setting bodies (SSBs)
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and other international entities.

Sustainability Standards Board

“need for a proactive approach to

The roadmap covers vulnerabilities

(ISSB) of two exposure drafts on

embedding social factors within

analysis, regulatory and

climate-related disclosure

pension schemes’ investment

supervisory practices and tools,

standards. Further effort is put

decisions and stewardship

firm-level disclosures and data.

into establishing common metrics

policies”.

for financial risks, while several
One of the challenges the FSB

initiatives have already been

The government encourages

highlights relates to the difficulty

completed across the SSBs,

pension schemes to join the

of transforming existing data into

including supervisory risk

Occupational Pensions

reliable metrics of financial risks.

management and supervisory

Stewardship Council, in an effort

Another challenge consists in the

guidance covering the banking,

to stimulate further innovation.

systematic monitoring of climate-

insurance and asset management

related financial stability risks,

areas.

associated with the task of further

ECB releases climate stress test
The European Central Bank (ECB)

developing climate scenario

UK government launches

released on 18 July its 2022

analysis.

taskforce to support pensions

climate risk stress test (CST)

schemes manage ESG risks

designed to highlight banks'

In relation to the regulatory and

The UK government announced on

progress on integrating climate

supervisory component, the FSB

15 July that it established a new

risk into their internal stress

notes that supervisory and

taskforce designed to support

testing frameworks.

regulatory approaches to climate-

pension schemes address the

related risks should be fully

risks linked to the social

According to the ECB, the

integrated within the wider

component in environmental,

information was collected mainly

regulatory frameworks to address

social and governance (ESG)

through qualitative questionnaires,

financial risks. While institutions

investing.

as well as through assessments of

like the International Monetary

the quantitative data submitted by

Fund and the World Bank integrate

Social factors may include issues

banks involved in the exercise. The

climate-related risks in their work,

ranging from labour conditions

questionnaire included questions

the FSB points to the need to

and supply chains to community

covering banks’ frameworks,

consider the question whether

relations, consumer protection and

governance, the inclusion of CST

micro-prudential perspectives

modern slavery, the Department

results into business strategy

adequately include system-wide

for Work and Pensions states. The

decisions, methodology and

vulnerabilities and, consequently,

taskforce, under the department’s

scenario design, data usage, future

whether further macro-prudential

coordination, aims to support

plans and internal audit.

tools are required.

pension scheme trustees and the
wider pensions sector manage

Based on the results of the 2022

The FSB further released on 14

social issues, including the

CST, the percentage of banks

July a progress report that takes

identification of reliable data and

reporting that they had

stock of the progress achieved so

metrics.

implemented a climate risk stress-

far across the four pillars of the

testing framework rose to 40

roadmap. On firm-level

The responses to the

percent. Furthermore, the ECB

disclosures, the report highlights

government’s assessment of

notes that many banks with the

the release by the recently

social risks by occupational

climate risk stress testing

established International

pension schemes highlight the

frameworks already established
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do not currently involve the internal

which did not corroborate with the

The ECB response covers the

audit function in reviewing the

underlying data, according to the

adequacy of disclosure

framework.

complaint.

requirements on climate
standards, noting that it supports

The findings also show that “the

Specifically, one such profile

“the development and swift

majority of the banks with the

claimed that a dress was

implementation of a common EU

climate stress testing framework

manufactured with 20 percent less

reporting standard.” The ECB also

include at least physical or

water on average while it was in

appreciates the good quality of the

transition risk in the scenarios they

fact made with 20 percent more

ESRS drafts which represent the

consider […], but only 24 percent

water, according to a Quartz report

most significant improvement

include liability and reputational

cited in the complaint.

compared with the status quo

risk.” As regards sectoral

under the Non-Financial Reporting

decomposition, the results do not

The company scheme included

highlight clear patterns in the

‘misleading’ environmental

sensitivity of the different sectors,

scorecards, displayed both in

The ECB notes that improvements

while the aggregated impact on

stores and online, with the

are required in several areas,

the most polluting sectors is

company engaging in deceptive

including in terms of fine-tuning

generally similar to that on the less

practices in violation of the New

the materiality assessment, such

polluting ones.

York General Business Law, the

that climate-related data are

complaint states.

always material. The ECB also

H&M sued over misleading

Directive.

encourages the development of

sustainability marketing

H&M removed all of the

ESRS sectoral standards,

Swedish clothing company H&M

scorecards associated with the

particularly the timely

Hennes & Mauritz AB was sued on

products following the Quartz

development of standards for

22 July by Chelsea Commodore

investigation, with the Quartz

credit institutions. The ECB

over false advertising claiming that

noting that the “rapid retreat by

encourages EFRAG to adhere to

the company included

H&M and its industry peers adds

the prudential requirements and to

“environmental scorecards” for its

to the argument that there is no

avoid duplications.

products titled “Sustainability

such thing as sustainable fast

Profiles” into the labelling,

fashion”.

packaging, and marketing

In addition, the ECB response
points to the fact that “greater

materials, according to court

ECB responds to EFRAG public

reliance on sector standards

filings.

consultation on the first set of

would help focus and streamline

draft European Sustainability

the disclosure requirements and

The complaint alleges that these

Reporting Standards

ease the process of adoption”. It

“Sustainability Profiles were

The European Central Bank (ECB)

also expects that the cooperation

prominently incorporated into the

published on 29 July its response

between EFRAG and the ISSB

H&M website and were displayed

to the European Financial

result in a close alignment

on the product listing for hundreds

Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG)

between the two standards, while

of H&M items”. However, an

public consultation on the first set

keeping in mind that the EFRAG

independent investigation

of draft European Sustainability

standard is broader by design,

published by Quartz on 28 June

Reporting Standards (ESRS).

considering its double materiality

showed that these profiles
included falsified information
88
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Impact assessment startup

Franklin Templeton Advisors, CV

climate crisis, bringing down

raises $6 million

VC, Working Capital Fund, and

family energy bills by hundreds of

ESG platform Proof of Impact

Asiri, according to ESG Today.

dollars by providing working

(POI) announced on 2 August that

families tax credits […] This

it has raised $6 million in a pre-

US Senate passes Inflation

investment in environmental

series A funding round. The

Reduction Act

justice is real. It also provides tax

platform, currently operating

The US Senate passed on 7

credits that will create thousands

across over 30 industries, will use

August the Inflation Reduction Act,

of good-paying jobs –

the proceeds from the funding to

with Vice President Kamala Harris

manufacturing jobs on clean

accelerate its go-to-market efforts

providing the tiebreaking vote in

energy construction projects, solar

focused on private credit and

the 51-50 decision. The bill

projects, wind projects, clean

private equity fund managers, ESG

allocates nearly $370 billion to

hydrogen projects, carbon capture

Today reports.

climate and energy-related

projects…”.

investments and incentives.
The financing round was

For more information, contact
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